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Officials address dangers of 'choking game'
I

By TOM BERRY
Staff Writer
Children and young teens in
Murray-Calloway County are playing
the "choking game" at school and
home and parents need to be aware so
they can warn them that it is not a
game, but a deadly gamble that could
lead to tragedy.
That was the message local and
state law enforcement officials delivered to more than 200 parents who
attended a seminar at Calloway
County Middle School last night concerning the issue.
The presentation began and ended
with a chilling. actual 911 call made
by a little girl concerning the hanging
death of her brother while the mother
tried desperately, but unsuccessfully
to save the boy's life.
Kentucky State Police. Murray
Police, and the Calloway County
Sheriff's Department participated in
the event that not only concerned the
choking game, but other safety issues
such as self-mutilation by cutting,
involvement with different kinds of
inhalants. and the dangers of allowing
children to be unsupervised while
accessing the Internet.

However the majority of the program concerned youth self-asphyxiation that has become a national phenomena over the past few years
among children, but is almost unheard
of among parents.
"Why are we talking about this?"
asked Murray Police Officer Tracy
Guge, who spoke during most of the
presentation."Because it is happening
right here in our small town. If your
children haven't done it they probably
can tell you they know someone who
has."
Guge has 12- and 13-year-olds in
school and pointed out that her 13year-old was aware of its existence at
their school.
The "high- that is obtained results
from cutting off oxygen to the brain;
however efforts to obtain the selfasphyxiation can lead to serious inedical consequences such as bleeding in
the brain. There is also the danger that
a child may fall forward when they
pass out and choke to death.
"They are doing this to essentially
get that high feeling," Guge said. "If
the child knew the consequences of
that they probably wouldn't do it so
we need to talk to them."
Some of the signs to look for

include bloodshot eyes, severe, but
unexplained headaches, a child that
spends a lot of time behind locked
doors, disorientation, knots found nod
in clothing, towels, cord ropes or
other materials that may be used.
Belts have also been used.
_Guge pointed out that children
between the age of nine to 16 years
old have been reportedly involved in
participating in the choking game
either in small groups or alone. Boys
are the primary participants.
She said they do it for essentially
two reasons: curiosity and ignorance
— they don't know the deadly nature
of the game they are playing and are
not aware of the consequences.
"We have got to get it through the
kid's heads that they could end up in a
vegetative state and the only way we
can do that is to talk to them,- Guge
said. "All these kids were normal.
They were normal kids who died of
an abnormal activity."
Hank Cecil, chief administrator for
Four Rivers Behavior Health Center's
Mayfield office, said participation in
the choking game can become psy-

•See Page 3A

TOM BERRY/Ledger & Times
Murray Police's Tracy Guge warns parents who attended a law enforcement
seminar on the dangers of the "choking game" at Calloway County Middle
School Monday night that obtaining a natural high by cutting off oxygen to the
brain can have tragic consequences for their children.

Democrats listen to race hopefuls
By KRISTIN TAYLOR
Staff Write,
Democrats hoping to be governor offered quick
glimpses of what they would bring to the mansion
while they made campaign stops here.
Five of the seven Democratic gubernatorial
slates were represented during the local Meet the
Candidates event on Monday night at the Weaks
Community Center. The winner of the May primar,
in will face either Gov. Ernie Fletcher, Anne
Northup or Billy Harper, depending who comes out
on top in the Republican race.
Treasurer, attorney general and secretary of state
candidates in attendance Monday also had a chance
to speak.
Dan Mongiardo was the first to open the gubernatorial speaking on behalf of the ticket he shares
Beshear. Mongiardo, the state senator
from -ig-azard who threatened U.S. Sen. Jim
Bunning, R-Ky.. for Kentucky's Senate seat two
,ears ago, is the lieutenant governor candidate of
the pair.
After the tight race against Bunning. Mongiardo
said he received much encouragement to run for
governor. Instead, he paired himself with someone
who has worked in Frankfon administration.
Beshear is a former state representative, attorney
general and lieutenant governor.
"Steve is a man of unquestioned integrity.'•
Mongiardo said. "He's known as one of the hardest
working attorney generals we've had.Calling his Democratic opponents friends.
Mongiardo said he and Beshear are the most balanced ticket. He said their priorities are quail).
health care that is affordable, expanded gambling,
expanding early childhood education, health insurance, reinvesting in Kentucky businesses and marketing the state's existing adventure tourism.
"What we need is a Democrat that can not just
win in May. We also need a Democrat who can win
in November.- he said. "... We have to get our state
back on track. We have to get our country back on
track. What that means is competent leadership."
Steve Henry touted a few of the initiatives he's
unfolded so far as part of his platform: better serving veterans with a cabinet dedicated to that population. creating clean jobs and more alternative
fuels using corn and coal; and
emphasizing education.
He's running for governor with
the only female in the pack, Renee
True, as his running mate.
If elected, Henry said he would
use S200 million to develop, produce and distribute clean fuels like
ethanol, bio-diesel. coal liquefaction and coal gasification. The initiative also would aim to reduce
U.S. dependence on foreign oil.
Henry
The "Coalfields to Cornfields"
idea would be the focus of the Cabinet for Energy
Policy that Henry wants to have.
Henry served as lieutenant governor under former Gov. Paul Patton. During that administration,
the state's slogan was "Education pays.- Henry
wants to return to that idea by having more students
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KRISTIN TAYLOR/Ledger & Times
Democratic lieutenant governor candidate Dan Mongiardo, left, talks with Calloway County magistrate Bobby
Stubblefield, seated center, and local Democrat Zee Enix during the Meet the Candidates event Tuesday
night at the Weaks Community Center. Five of the Seven Democratic gubenatorial slates were represented.
in school so people are better trained for
high-tech jobs.
"Muscle productivity doesn't really do
much for us anymore." he said."Now it is
mental productivity."
In his second visit to Murray in less
than a week. gubernatonal hopeful Jody
Richards talked about having a better
partnership between Frankfort and Western Kentucky. Richards, a Bowling Green
Ilk
Democrat who is the House speaker, is
Richards
running with John Y. Brown III, a former
secretary of state, as lieutenant governor.
"We have special needs in western Kentucky and we
haven't had a governor in 30 years." Richards said.
"Folks, it's our turn."
While he says progress has been made in education,
he's convinced the state can do better with more technology, principals academies, more college tuition assistance,
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and lessons on morals and values.
hi addition, he wants to create climates for affordable
health insurance and more high-paying jobs. He wants to
restore the labor cabinet that Fletcher eliminated and create a veterans affairs cabinet.
"You deserve a governor who will
serve you with honesty, integrity, dignity
and decency," Richards said.
Gatewood Galbraith discussed issues
he sees throughout Kentucky both at the
event and during a stop at the Ledger &
Times office earlier in the day. He's running for governor with Mark Wireman, a
retired engineer from the state transportation cabinet, also on the ticket.
He said his hopes for this section of
Galbraith
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Retirement
magazine
spotlights
community
By ERIC WALKER
Editor
Calloway County has again
joined the ranks of profiled
retirement communities: this
time in Where to Retire magazine.
In its March/April issue.
expected to hit national newsstands March 27. Murray is
selected as the magazine's
"budget town."
According to a release from
the Houston. Texas-based publication. Where to Retire editor
Mary Lu Abbott said Murray
has many qualities that are
important to today's retirees.
"This small college town ...
combines scenic beauty and a
low cost of living with a warm
and inviting atmosphere." she
said.
"Murray's revitalized downtown retains a pre- 1950s feel,
and a community theater.
Playhouse in the Park. produces
quaIity live entertainment,"
Abbott added.
Murray Main Street Director
Deana Wright wasn't surprised
by the honor.
"Murray has a wonderful
small-town feel with the big city
conveniences." Wright said.
"How many places can boast
about a low cost-of-living index
but offer such a range of cultural, educational and recreational
activities?"
Abbott echoed those comment in the release, noting various cultural events at Murray
State University, historical significance from a Civil War perspective. plus the proximity to
Kentucky Lake and Lake
Barkley.
"As one of Kentucky's eight
certified retirement communities, Murray is sure to continue
attracting retirees." Abbott said.
The release states that
700,000 Americans move to
new towns to retire each year,
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FirePolicelogs
Calloway Count Fire-Rescue
• Fourteen firefighters in four trucks responded to a field fire on
Van Cleave Road at 6 30 p m Monday The blaze behind a couple of building burned three-fourths an acre of woods CCFR
Chief Greg Cherry said the fire is of suspicious origin Kentucky
State Police also is investigating the incident
• A vehicle fire was reported at 8.04 p m Monday in Dexter
Bottoms The fire started in the engine compartment of the Ford
Ranger pickup truck Two CCFR trucks responded to the scene
and were assisted by KSP and Calloway County Sreriffs
Department
Murray State University Police Department
• The residence director at White College reported d possible
turn mark on a room door at 7 28 p rn Friday Murray Fire
.ieoartmert and the state lire marshal were not:fied
- Information is obtained from reports logs
an citations from v ar,oris ,e4encies

Ky. parks ban out-of-state firewood
FRANKFORT
Ky.
Kentucky State Parks will not
allow out-of-state firewood to
be brought into campgrounds
this year to reduce the nsk of
bnnging an unwelcome insect
into the state
The ban is intended to keep
the emerald ash borer, an insect
that kills ash trees, from entering the state The insect has
been found III states north of
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from Kentucky. Campers with
out-of-state firewood will be
allowed to turn their firewood in
at check in for proper disposal.
Kentucky State Park campgrounds will have firewood for
sale.
Other private and public
campgrounds in Kentucky may
be adopting the same policy.
Campers should check advance.

Democrats listen ...
From Front

Second fisherman's
body found in lake

Ironi inte,.ted di Ca, into uninfected areas
A tederal quarantine went in
place on Dec. I. 2006, to prohibit the nansportatton of potentially infected ash products into
uninfected .ute. the quarantine regulates many ash products from nursery stock to raw
lumber
State paik sailipgisrund tistlois arc asked toionse firewood

Kentucky - including Ohio.
Michigan, Illinois and Indiana.
These states have quarantined
the movement of firewood out
of infected counties. However.
the ban applies to all states.
other than Kentucky.
The emerald ash borer is a
slender, metallic-colored beetle
about one-third to one-half an
inch in length It can be transported unknowingly in firewood

the state included a seterans hospital, the
sr ntmued support of the region's waterways
and recreational opportunities and the
upgrading of the parkway system to interstate status.
'People may call me a perennial candidate, but we have had perennial problems in
the state We have experienced dysfunctional growth and we are one of the poorest
stales III the country,- he said. We are mos ing backward."
albraith offered several solutions for
what tie described as the state's continuing
problems including attracting more small to
sue businesses and industries rather
than "high paying- ones, tax ins:cruises to
industries to initiate ens ironmental cleanup
efforts. state-owned casinos and money tor
lunhei education that goes directly to the
Institution rather than an indivIdual.
Armed with his autobiography, -The Last
Tce Man In America,- he said the state
., .ctled to help the thousands of Kentuckians
ho -Ilse below the poserty lesel- to
lk:conic product's e ititens, adding that "an
edits tied populace can more easily et aluate
!hell elestise leaders
him state's ettons hate been counter; q,,,h1L its e V hal set'. ui campaign apart is
alit to upgrade our state without raising
tus Our state has spent huge amounts if
roones in the past and not fixed the problems.- he noted -Lven an idea such as state nest sasmos brings profits bask to
Kentucky rather than sending then) somehi.'ft' else ‘Nt.' an fund our was Out of the
riohlems we are etpenencing "
Lieutenant to emor hopeful Ir. Maze
ke on behalf of the ticket that Jonathan
\Idler tops Maze, who spent 14 years as a
lettei.on County conunissioner before
stile ele,.ted to two terms as county attorpcs. s.11,1 he and Miller, the current state
:least:RI. are ready to work hard for change
-Just his duse it's always heen that way
doesil mean tt has to end up that way. he
said. siting the etton to raise the 48 percent
,_011‘ iction rate tor driving under the influence ,ttenses to the current 97 percent "
It I see a problem. I am going to go alter it
and tit it
I he Miller/Maze tkket lists to current
priorities: education, hi -diesel fuel, iiimermedieal coverage and military. families

The pair also has signed an ethics pledge to
assure no one in their administration eon% hied of any ottenses ts OtIld be parsloned
Two other gubernatorial sandidates
Otis Hensley and Bruce lutist rd
not represented.
"MEASURER
Three of the tour 11)ellio•- latic treasurer
candidates spoke during the Ii s al es
Jack WiI141, wfti toes1..I1U10.111e.
introduced himself as being an attorney ti
28 year., a husband for 27 >car, and a tattier
for 2.A years lie said he's seen teachers'
health care plans cut. the state labor cabinsl
abolished. an Mort to eliminate the state's
prevailing wage, students pacing 104, mush
tor higher education and tinamial tfire,ir ii
the state pension plan.
He said he suppt ins a sots. tor expanded
gambling to help with die state's Main,
I inancial shot-flails.
With
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and his wife. Lois. share with their tour children and I I grandchild:en Iltey st ere hr 'at
( ounity Lit nu, A nd
raised on l).o.
R0111.111 Catholk
"We are the party A4 svniktnng intent and
• And we since:els
what happens to working men ,n el
women more than the othei part\
Todd liollenkk h said his ptiollic
treasurer would be to hettei ;111, in
they II be Inure I wail
Kentlit ky residents
t_ nil literate. He said in
Man\ .popialations
minorities
ate taken ads an espes alit
tags. of
Hollenhas h. 46. Is matt led W III) its I Jul
dren and has practiced law sini.e 195
Patrick Dunmire. a Frankfort businesstinittelt.Wea\ el •aid

Care

Mall. alsO is rtirilling tor state trea‘uici

.ATT()RNEY GENER.A1,
After serv mg under eight state • aitoi_
rreys general. Bob Bull, sk is
on
experience.
Saying he'. learned the !oh- as an ass:,
John
attorney
kinder
Lint
Breckenridge and sontinumg through tot mer AG Ben Chandler. Huilir,.k wails ii
represent the state as its head
eral
mi aliSioti•

during

all

lime,

before

Bullock, who was 'molted in drafting
the state's Cttn.unier Protection Act and its
'Small Claims Act. said he sees the office as
‘rite basest in sirs ice instead of Just politics,
\shish garnered a lot ot attention during the
re,:ent merit sy stem ins estigation that
is olted current Attorney General Greg
Strunk* its Ilk/ is 110W Seek11111 the office as
th running mate
lieutenant got (.1-1110I
Bruse lainstord: and (los. Fletcher
litillosk said w‘trking with government
and being a watLhdog is a difficult balance.
though he's seen it during his more than 30
sears in the AG gilt ice, And he admits
Stunibt) followed tile rule of the ottice in his
ince.tigation of Fletsher's practices.
He cited interests in areas of keeping
comma'. III 'all through his ill ice's appel,Ilses, regarding Mill late IA 141.
tie• hetore the Puthl Is SerY icC CoilltilisS1011.
v....Mien and LIElthen through '.ucmin adsocasy, and analy/ing the work of the
Kentucky BiireaU it Int eStIga(11111.
l'he KBI, though prey iously in existence
tornis. Lank' to prominence durIn
term in °n ice, namely in drug
ne
...Ise. and set/tires ot trafficking using the
Intel Ili(
-'l was skeptical at first.- Bullock said,
-hut he's done some interesting things.SE('RETARY OF STATE
hic it the three l)einocratic candidates
who hope to face MC UM bent Secretary ut
Suit! •Ire'. (
son. .1 Republican, in the
.allowas
s enther clestion spoke to (
Counts ‘14e1
I lend! I, Lit 551st his tour years sit
cyperience as mayor ot
the Bell
'ounit, town it about 2.4)410 in southeastern
Ketittis.ky. prepaied him to tight coter fraud
and abuse statewide Rather that spending
mones It prose,..tur: ()f fenders. he hopes to
present sus h traud twin eser happening.
He .11.4.) ..nd the time frame in which people tall tote is too large, causing more
opportunities tor fraud Election Day. atter
a il, is singular. he said
oters also are inter ested in having
receipts when they Last their ballots. so
Hendrickson said he'd pursue hating voter
re,
21,tration cards that would ,e1-‘e as proof
that people s s,acs mdeed counted.
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and that relot ated retirees are
welcomed economic additions
In new states and towns
Wright also noted recent
retirees to Murray. Roger and
I inda LaRothelle, were even
featured on the magazine'.
ten The LaRochelles mot ed
Murray trom Houston nearly
,
1 1.11 \ ear. agi.
Hwy give a great deal of

their retirement time to his. al
organizations for the grid it the
Lommunity,” she added
It's the second-straight year
Where to Retire has put a spotlight on Murray and Calloway
County. Last March. the magazine featured Murray and
Calloway, along with other
communities like Marble Falls.
.
Texas and Lake Geneva.
in an article titled. "lAkeside
Lifestyles at Reasonable Costs

lhat sainc on the heels it
Site Selection magadone s annual Micropolitan .\scards. which
honored 100 of the nation's "top
small towns " In that article.
Murray was selected and lowed
other Kentucky cities like
Paducah. (ilasgow. Dans ille.
Richmond. Somerset. Frankton.
Mount Sterling. Corbin and the
western Kentucky area around

notoriety. its great I'M .\ OAF
Murray said
Calloway ('ounty Chamber of
Commerce Executive DireL tor
tab Brockman
One ot Murray and t'allowas
County s most notable mentions
is 'is it 1 447 by Rand-McNallv.
which labeled the Lommunity as
iIs top retirement area in the
nation
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Are you experiencing

Hearing Aid Problems?

We service and repair most brands of
hearing aids -. regardless of where you
purchased your aid. See us for ...
Better Quality - Batter Service - Better Pries
Call 270-753-8055

STONE-LANG CO.
MEDICAL PRODUCTS CENTER

210 South 12th Street • Murray

GREG TRAVIS Ledger & hmes
AMERICAN RED CROSS MONTH: Tory Daughnty (third from right standing). executive direc
tor of the Calloway County Chapter of the Amencan Red Cross, is joined by others represent
mg Red Cross board members, employees and volunteers for a recent proclamation signing
at the Murray City Hall. Murray Mayor Tom Rushing (seated at nght) and Calloway County
Judge-Executive Larry Elkins (seated at left) signed the proclamation declaring March 2007 as
American Red Cross Month and March 29 as Hometown Heroes Day The proclamation urges
local residents to give of their time, blood and money to make a difference in the humanitarian fabric of the community

III The Murray Planning
Commission will meet at 5
p.m. today. The agenda
includes public hearings to
set the zone for the proposed
annexation at 1641 Wiswell
Road West and for the proposed rezoning west of 16th
Street from single-family to
multi-family residential.
II Calloway County Fiscal
Court is scheduled to meet at
5.30 p.m. today at Weaks
Community Center. On the
agenda for the meeting is a
resolution approving county
road aid, a lease for financing
road equipment, a public
hearing concerning the closing of a portion of Hopkins
Road and a resolution honoring the Calloway County
Lady Lakers basketball team.
• The Murray Board of
Zoning Adjustments will meet
at 4 30 p m Wednesday. The
agenda includes a public
hearing to review a conditional use permit to allow Stuart
and Gloria Shull to reside on
their business premises.
•To report a Town Crier
item. call 753-1916.
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Fred Clark, 92, Gatesborough Circle, Murray, died Monday.
March 19, 2007, at 7:15 a.m. at Presbyterian Home, Clinton, S.C.
He was in various administrative positions at Elmwood Park (III.)
Schools. A member of Murray Lions Club, he was also past president of the Kiwanis Club at Elmwood Park.
Born Dec. 15, 1914, in Calloway County, he was the son of the
late Muncie 0. Clark and Tempest Phillips Clark. Also preceding
him in death were his son-in-law, Richard Miles, and a brother,
Dorris Clark.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Mayrelle Jones Clark, to whom
he was married June 4, 1938, in Union City, Tenn.; one daughter,
Mrs. Carole Miles, Piedmont, S.C.; one son, Rodney Alan Clark and
wife, Cynthia, McFarland, Wis.; one sister, Mrs. Quava Honchul,
Murray; one brother, Pat Clark, Carrollton, Va.; five grandchildren;
two great-grandchildren.
J.H. Churchill Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to First UnAed Church,
503 Maple St., Murray, Ky., 42071, or Alzheimer's Association,
3703 Taylorsville Road, Ste. 102:Louisville, Ky., 40220-1330.

Mrs. Goldie Alvey Smith
ale funeral for Mrs. Goldie Alvey Smith was today (Tuesday) at
noon at Blessed Mother Catholic Church, 515 East 22nd St..
Owensboro. Burial was in the Rosehill Cemetery.
James H. Davis Funeral Home. Owensboro, was in charge of
arrangements.
Online messages of condolence may be made at www.davisluneralhome.com.
Mrs. Smith, 98, Owensboro. died Saturday. March 17, 2007.
She was a homemaker and a member of Blessed Mother Catholic
Church, Owensboro.
Preceding her in death were her husband, Hayden G. Smith on
Dec. 13, 1990, to whom she had been married for 67 years: one son,
Alvey B. Smith; three brothers, J.C.(Jay) Alvey. Lewis Alvey and
Jim Alvey; three sisters, Elsie Whallin, Francis Wolfe and Paula
Huff. Born Sept., 13, 1908, in Daviess County, she was the daughter of the late Mamie Higgs and Oscar Alvey.
Survivors include one son, Michael W Smith and wife, Donna.
Owensboro; three daughters, Mrs. Henrietta May and Mrs. Mamie
Gordon and husband. George, all of Owensboro, and Mrs. Jeanni
Smith, Murray; 12 grandchildren. Rodney May, Marti May
Rowland, Mark C. May, Christopher H. May, Vincent May. Scott
Gordon, Joe Gordon, and Paul A. Smith. all of Owensboro, Carol
Long. Stanford. Alvey Benjamin Smith, Dublin. Ohio. Mischelle
Smith. Florence, and Christina Parrish. Murray: 25 great-grandchildren; eight great-great-grandchildren; one sister. Mrs. Hazel
McMahan, Owensboro; several nieces and nephews.

III Officials address ...
school officials were investigating reports of children participating in the act, would they
-chologically addictive and the contact parents concerning the
child may become unable to practice if they were aware it
stop. He cautioned parents to not was going on among students,
become overly fearful of every- and whether they would notify
thing their child does, but to at parents that a child's playmate
least know that what they could was a participant.
Cecil, Hunter and others
be involved in dangerous pracpointed out that every effort
tices.
Cecil also spoke to parents would be made contact parents
about the significant danger as soon as possible concerning
children are exposed to on the the results of school-based
Internet should they run across investigations - particularly if
information on Web sites such it involved their child; however.
as www.myspace.com. YouTube due to confidentiality laws
and Facebook. He recommend- regarding juveniles, the names
ed that parents pay careful atten- of children other than their own
tion to what their children are would have to be withheld.
"1 understand your answer.
doing on those and similar Web
but I don't like it,- said an
sites so they can stay informed.
presentation. unidentified parent who asked if
After
the
CCMS Principal Tawnya Hunter he could be told if his child's
told the crowd that the district is friend or playmate was involved
doing what it can to deal with in the act.
Another question concerned
the deaths of two students who
may or may not have participat- how police would know if a
ed in the activity, but wanted child died as a result of the
parents to be aware that it was choking game or for another reahappening among children in son. Guge said only the county.
Independent
and coroner could determine the
Murray
actually cause of death and even
Calloway County schools.
"Well probably never know then the results may be inconthe answer for the two deaths of clusive; however she noted there
our students," Hunter said. is a possibility that many teen
"We'll probably never know if it suicides may be the result of
was suicide or if it was the chok- participation in the choking
game but that evidence to that
ing game.After the presentation, par- effect may not be known.
ents questioned whether or not
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4,000 white flags placed by activists
to demonstrate Iraq War's human toll
LOUISVILLE. Ky. (API Linda Englund placed flowers
beside a small white flag commemorating a soldier killed in
Iraq. knowing it could have been
her son who became a casualty
of war.
*The marker was among 4,000
white flags placed along the
city's waterfront Monday as
peace activists remembered the
deaths of American soldiers and
Iraqi civilians on the war's
fourth anniversary.
Englund was among the volunteers who erected long rows
of flags that covered much of the
Great Lawn at Waterfront Park.
Toys were placed next to flags
representing Iraqi children
killed in the war. Flags honoring
American soldiers listed their
ages, ranks and home states but
not their names.
Englund said she especially
became emotional when putting
the flowers at the flag honoring
her son's best friend, who was
killed in combat in 200-4. Her
son was standing next to him
when he was shot.
"I always feel like another
fOot, it would have been my
son,- she said.
Englund's son. 24-year-old
Arniy Sgt. John Englund, was
wounded twice in Iraq. His unit
has returned to Iraq, but he is
stationed in Germany because
his wife is ill. Englund said.
Last week, another of her
son's friends was killed in
action, she said.
Gazing at the fluttering flags.
Englund said she thought about
what the soldiers "would have
done with their lives. They were
all courageous in doing what
they thought was right or what
was asked (if them"
The memorial. organized by
the Louisville Peace Action
Community, was among events
staged by war critics in cities
across the country in recent
days.
The war has claimed the lives
of more than 3.200 members of
the U.S. military. Iraqi civilian
deaths are estimated at more
than 54,000, possibly much
higher_
James McMillin, who helped
put together the Louisville
event, said it was not meant as a
protest hut to "help people
understand the vast losses that
we've suffered."
Volunteer Liz Golds, a college student, arrived at 6 a.m. to
help put out the flags representing war dead. She said she hopes
American soldiers are brought
home soon.
"I feel like the American people are crying out for something
to happen to bring our soldiers
home,- she said. "You have to
let your voice be heard. And I
think this is one way to do that,
raising awareness about the
impact of this war.Brian Duffy, state commander of the VFW and a Gulf War
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People look at the small white flags set up by the Louisville Peace Action community to commemorate U.S. and Iraqi deaths, Monday in Louisville.
veteran, said the group should
have picked a different symbol.
"A white flag to me means just
one thing-surrender,- he said.
The event's organizers said
they chose white because it's the
color of crosses and tombstones
put up in memory of the slain
soldiers.
Duffy. who spent Monday
meeting with soldiers at Fort
Campbell. added the white flags
"send the wrong message to the
troops and to those that would
like to see the demise of the
United States."
Duffy said President Bush's
plan to send more troops to Iraq
should be given a chance.
"It's too early to throw in the
towel on this mission,- Duffy
said in an interview.
A war spending bill coming
up soon in the U.S. House would
effectively require the withdrawal of U.S. troops from Iraq
by the fall of 2008. Bush on
Monday urged more patience as
the war entered its fifth year,
saying success is possible but
"will take months, not days or
weeks.Senate Minority Leader
Mitch McConnell. R-Ky.. on
Monday called Iraq the "central
front" in the war against terrorism. McConnell has been a leading supporter of Bush's war policy. including the plan to send
21.500 additional U.S. troops to
secure Baghdad and Iraq's troubled Anbar Province.
McConnell said al-Qaeda is
hoping to force a withdrawal of
U.S. troops, adding that such a
scenario would "be a victory for
al-Qaeda and a nightmare for the
Iraqis."
"For the sake of the Iraqi

people, the stability of the
region and the security of
America and our allies, we must
not retreat from this fight. we
must not succumb to the political expediency of the easy way.
out,- McConnell said in a statement. Along Louisville's waterfront, Gary Drehmel, 60, visited

the memorial to the dead and
wondered when the war which he said was launched on
would
"false pretense.finally end.
"What's v ictory?- he asked.
"At what price are you going to •
pay? This doesn't look like victory.-
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We are proud to announce
a new program to protect
our valued families in
the Murray area. The
purpose of this program is to
provide families in the
Murray area that do not own
cemetery property with a
$700 FREE BURIAL SPACE
IN ONE OF OUR FINEST
GARDENS.

Ifyou don't make your cemetery arrangements

who will?
Surely you do not want to leave this responsibility to your loved ones. Now is
the time to take advantage of this special offer and send in the reply card to
reserve your free space and relieve your family of unnecessary burden.

270-753-2654
Th.. offer gond for prearrangements only Detach rwply card at the dotted line. Include •Il information on we esin eerie you more quickly,
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ma
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obligation I would like to receive information on the following:

$700 free space certificate.
$1400 for Veterans' New Mausoleum 'Wall of Honor'
GI Free Family Record Guide
J Free child and grandchild Protection
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Still working during legislative recess
FRANKFORT. Ky
The
ieneral Assembly is in a
two week recess now as we
enter the (iosernor's 1.eto
period Before we recessed.
hockey er. the Senate passed
several imponam hills
In the wake of recent
tragedies. 11111111: safety is as
on the minds of many
'Die Senate and the House
agreed on a plan to increase
the nurnher ut Mine safety
inspec tors HB 207, whus.h
the goy emir is es peeled
sign shonly, will also proside multi gas detectors to
millers111 groups of two knmore, the foreman, firehoss.
and anyone working alone
and ofIc gas &toc tot at the
tact:
the mine or alrl (Me
ork mg there Fhese men
and w omen hi. mid dangerous
lot.s and pros ide u WI'. Ice to
its
their satet. should be
paramount
ith high od prices.
coal s unponance
again
it

Leessiative
Update
By Sen. Ken
Winters
R-Murray

resurging
HB 5
sets the
stage tor
thousands
of hightech jobs
in the
coal
fields hy
creating
new progh r nri s o

alternative
fuel plants
to Kentucky to
produce ethanol, bicxliesel,
and fuel from coal With
new sources of technology
and new. leaner way s to
Use Li al. we must also prepare out S hddren tor lobs m
these high-tech areas
*k -u the c hamman of the
Educani in Committee, I am
pleased that 111-1 S also lass
the groundwork tor rigorous

math/science curricula
through incentives to both
school kids and teachers to
take ads antage of AthanLed
Placement I AP) courses that
help them prepare for college. I am hopeful that we
can find common ground
ith the House on this slgrut leant issue.
Our current work torce
should also he prepared for
the future. With HR 536, the
Senate created incentives that
can be offered for manufacturing protects of at least
S Id° million demonstrating
that retention of jobs in
Kentucky is a priority. In
addition. SS million will also
he used across the state for
worker training. The House
is cun-ently reviewing the
hill
At the local level, relief
is in sight for our local jails
v.Inch are struggling with the
high costs of healthcare. HB
I)l sill help counties con-

trol the skyrocketing jail
costs through several initiatives. With this legislation, a
jailer could request that a
sick prisoner who requires
specialized medical care be
transferred to a state facility.
tor that care and the state
would be responsible for
that care.
Furthermore, the Senate
plan allows local jails to
utilize the Department oh
Corrections contract pharmacy. medical dental, and psychological care access plans.
Working together this issue
can he tackled in a commonsense manner. This legislation also awaits House
approval.
Legislators will return on
March 26-27 to finish any
remaining business. Please
take this opportunity to contact my office toll-free at
800-372-7181 with any questions or concerns or if there
is any thing I can do.
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115 er the past i V., sears. io‘ernor
Fletcher has worked to solidity
the Kentuc ky public employees arid
net,hers retirement sy stems
hi deposited an additional
$24 million of the commonv.ealth's
budget surplus 11111, these ai..i.ounts Earlier this year, he recommended that
another S511 million ot the projected
surplus for this year he added to these
accounts. while also establishing a Blue
Ribbon Commission on the Public
Employees Retirement Sy stems
Unfortunately, the current retirement
systems for state employees. teachers.
county employ ees and state police still
hate an actuarial deficit ot approximately S2S
The retirement benefits tor these
employees are defined They cannot and
should not he taken away or altered
But, as a taxpayer and a vested stakeholder in this problem. 1.1te should all
start asking ourselves sonic tough questions
Can vve continue to offer future state
employees the same level of benefits
that we offer current state employee.'
Should v.e. as taxpayers. continue to
put thc retirement benefits of current
employees and retirees at nsk to preSC1N C
benefit for future public
employees who hay e not yet been
hired' If so. v.hat government services
should he abandoned to pay for this
future debt'
In this legislative session. the Senate

proposed to strengthen our retirement
sy stems by bonding
a portion sit the
state's obligation.
The plan includes no
changes in the
retirement henefits of
public school teachers, who are not
covered by Social
Guest Voice Secunty. hut would
By John R Fams pros ide future state
and Itacal employees
Finance and
a new. hybrid mix
Administration
of pension benefits
Secretary
and personal retirement accounts_
While the Senate's proposal preceded
the work of the Governor's commission.
the plan has attracted hipiartisan support,
including the endorsement of former
Governor Julian Carroll. floss- a state
senator who represents more state
employees and retirees than any other
member of the Senate
Some editorialists have urged the
Governor to withhold his support for
the Senate plan. Indeed. one editorial
writer has gone so far as to say that
the plan will "guarantee that they
i future public employees I will become a
drain on social services programs."
I would argue just the opposite. If
changes to the system are not made to
ensure a responsible yet attractive,
level of retirement benefits for future

public employees. we will find it
increasingly difficult to fulfill our promises to current public employees and
retirees. As a result, each additional
year we continue along thus same path
will likely mean fewer social services
that we isill be able to offer all Kentucky citizens in the future.
By acting now. the Senate's plan
will result in savings of an estimated
S200 million over the next year and
will strengthen our ability to fulfill
commitments we have already made
and help us pay down that debt and
fulfill our obligation to our existing
teachers, employees and retirees.
The Senate understands the importance of the plan's measures to fulfill
the commonwealth's current commitments. :IS well as the urgency of acting now. The longer we delay this
needed pension reform, the greater
will be the uncertainty of our pension
systems and the fewer will he the
social services we will find affordable.
We should he hopeful that the
leaders of the House will shift their
focus from employees who have not
yet been hired to the individuals and
families who have expressed concern
about our ability to fulfill the promises upon which they rely.
We all have a stake in the outcome
of this issue. Two legislative days
remain in this session. There is still
time to act and the time to act is now.
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READING IS FUNDAMENTAL: Marilyn Hornback, director of
Murray Head Start recently read to the children at the
Alexander Hall facility during Reading Is Fundamental Day.
The children enjoyed different guest readers and received a
new book at the conclusion of the day. Lisa Crutcher, Murray
Head Start family service worker assistant, dressed up as the
"Cat In The Hat" in celebration of Dr. Seuss Day at the Willis
Center Location.
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4-H HORSE PROJECT: Approximately 125 students involved in the 4-H Horse Project participated in Horse Judging,
Hippology and a Horse Bowl District Clinic Thursday at Murray State University's Bill Cherry Exposition Center. The students,
ranging from elementary to high school, represented schools from the 17 western counties of Kentucky. MSU students rode
their own horses or school horses for the youth to judge, it was reported. Pictured above, preparing to ride for the students are
Jen Miller (left). a senior, pre-veterinary major from Edwardsville. Ill., and -Valiant-Plus" better known as "Racer I," and Jamie
Gilmore, a senior, agriculture business major from Bloomington, Ill., and -Et Cetera." The two are preparing for judging in the
Arabian Hunter/Pleasure class.
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Pictured above, from left, are: (Front Row) Bryan Scott; Mitch
Morton; Austin Dodd; Adam Carmack; Jeremy Jenkins;(Back
Row) Denham Rogers; Matt Irby; James Fielders; Tim
Duncan; Trevor Bohannon; Jerrod Henson; Josh Bivins. (Not
Pictured) Sarah Verive and Jacob Wade.
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compete at MSU
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Several Calloway County
High School students recently
competed in the WKTEA
Regional Technology Challenge
held at Murray State University.
The competition was a great
success with 15 high schools
represented. it was reported.
CCHS teacher Jeff Slaton coordinated the event for the third
year in a row. Students from
Calloway County High School
and their event / finish were:
CAD 3D Engineering, first
Jerrod
Place.
Henson;
Cyberspace Pursuit, first Place,
Jeremy Jenkins, Travis Taylor;
C'onstruction Systems. second
Place. Denham Rogers. Bryon
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Pictured above, Front row (left to right), Jason Esau; Hannah Lovett; Alison Reifel; Torn i Burkey; Kaitlin Riddle, Caitlin Bradley;
lzel Leon; and Clarissa Roberts; Second row: Lucas Jones; Madison Floss; Suzannah Shelburn; Jocelyn Shelburn; Elizabeth
Imes; Allie McCartney; and Tara Renfro; Third row: Ben Wulff: Rebecca Selby; Mynah Snyder; Duoatta Duo; JoBeth Scott; and
Tammy Reifel: Back row: Aaron Cook; Matt Pruitt; and Seth Waggoner.
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Eastwood Christian Academy students
compete in recent Tennessee tournament
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t rum Eastwood
Student
Christian Academy recently
competed in the fennessee
Christian
ot
Associ.ilion
School's Bible. Must,.. Speech.
Art and As ademic Fine Arts
Tournament The Tournament
was hosted by Northsidc
Christian SLhool in Louis% ilk
This year there were more than
500 competitors from the states
of Kentucky. Indiana and Ohio
There were three les els of com(
petition. Elementary 14
grades). Junior High i7 - 9
grades), and Senior High 10
12 grades). The winners front
Eastwood were as follows
•Elementary. Science Leon - 3rd place and Jared
Geunn - 1st place, History - Izel
Leon - 3rd place and Jared
Geunn - 1st place. Math - Levi
place;
3rd
Frederick
Lucas Jones Woodworking

3rd place and Seth Waggoner 1st place. Sacred Piano Solo Alison Reifel - 2nd place: Small
Vocal Ensemble - Alison Reifel,
Allie McCartney. lzel Leon,
Hannah Lovett. and Clarissa
Roberts - 3rd place. Creative
Writing - Clarissa Roberts - 2nd
place. Oral Interpretation of
Poetry -Hannah Lovett - 3rd
place, Bible Quiz Team - Alison
Reifel. Allie McCartney. Izel Leon,
Clarissa Roberts. and Hannah
Lovett - 4th place;
•Junior High. Science - Aaron
Cook - 3rd place, New Testament
- Aaron Cook and Mynah Snyder
place (tie), Home
1st
Economics - Elizabeth Imes 2nd place. B&W Photography Tom Burkey - 2nd place. Color
Suzannah
Photography
Shelburn - 2nd place, Ink
Drawing - Miranda Bailey - 2nd
place; Small Vocal Ensemble Caitlin Bradley, Jason Esau.
Kaitlin Riddle, and Suzannah
Shelbum - 2nd place: Creative

Writing (Poetry) - Elizabeth Imes
tst
place,
Humorous
Interpretation - Jason Esau - 1st
place; Bible Teaching - Suzannah
Shelburn 3rd place and Elizabeth
Imes - 1st place; Best of Show Duet Acting - Kaittin Riddle and
Elizabeth Imes:'Bible Quiz Team
- Jason Esau, Aaron Cook, Torn
Burkey, and Madison Ross - 4th
place.
III Senior High Biology
Andrew Esau - 2nd ptace;
Female vocal Solo - Jocelyn
Shefburn - 3rd place: B&W
Photography - Jocelyn Shelburn
- 2nd place. Religious Reading -Mynah Snyder - 1st place.
Creative Writing (Essay)- Mynah
Snyder - 3rd place, Creative
Writing (Poetry) - JoBeth Scott 1st place plus $1,000 scholarship
to Shawnee Baptist College. Bible
Quiz Team - Matt Pruitt, Mynah
Snyder. JoBeth Scott, and
Rebecca Selby - 4th place

Scott;
Dragster
Design
Challenge. first Place: Adam
Carmack and second Place.
Matt Irby;
Extemporaneous Presentation.
second Place, Mitch Morton:
Flight Challenge, second Place.
Michael McDonald: Imaging
Technology. first Place. Sarah
Verne: Structural Engineering.
first Place. Tim Duncan, Josh
System
Control
Biv ins:
Technology, first Place. Trevor
Bohannon.
Tim
Duncan
Technology Bowl Challenge.
first Place. Jacob Wade, Austin
Dodd: Technical Sketching.
third Place. Tim Duncan.
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Rainfall for Murray goes
over the average for year
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Autism group plans events
for Autism Awareness
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Little Miss and Mr. Pageant
scheduled on March 31
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Jo's
Datebook
By Jo Burkeen
Community
Editor
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HELPING TO LEARN: During the recent Murray Head Start
Reading Is Fundamental Celebration the Zeta Phi Beta
Murray State University sorority donated a DVD player to the
Ruby Simpson Center The center will use the DVD to showcase books such as Eric Carle's "Very Hungry Caterpillar."
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Quilt Lovers to meet

Quilt Lovers of Murray will meet tonight
at (4 at the Calloway County Public Library.
All interested quitters are invited

Buchanan reading on Wednesday
Henry. Buchanan. local author, will have a signing/reading/discussion of his two new hooks on Vvledriesday from 3 to 5 p.m.
at the Calloway County Public Libraiy. 'The public is invited.

Courses being offered
Special to the Ledger
I he ('alloway (
liapter it American Red Cross is
I )ttcf mg its monthly second Saturday
first aid and CPR course
on April 14 trom 9 a in to 4 p in at the Calloway County
PubliL I ihi.tt iii Nlutray
Course ter is Sso That includes all books and matenals,
and eertifiLations in adult. child and inlant CPR as well as
lust aid
Pre-registration lilt this class is required on or before April
I ; at the Red Cross off ise. NC Poplar St , Murray
I oi mote intormation. contact Calloway Red Cross l)irector
1p, I LitiOil ip,
1421 .ea
iss(a inun-a y -k y net

Murray Art Guild's annual pried competition will remain
open through Saturday between the hours ot 10 a.m. to 4 p.m.
at the Robert O. Miller annex at 201 South Fourth St., just
oil the courisquare. Oser 50 works of art are displayed in
painting. drawing. sculpture. photography. fiber arts and jewelry. Groups are welcome and after hour touts can be arranged
by calling the Guild at 751-4059 or eunail murrayartguild(Omurray -ky.net.
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A representative of the Social Security Administration will
be at the Calloway Public Library 'Thursday trout 10:30 a.m.
to 12:30 pm. to assist pelstills III 111111c lomis 1-or information call I-800-772-1211

Beauty pageant on Saturday

Homemaker club lessons are presented each month by county family and consumer sciences extension agent. These lessons :ire licId at the Calloway Count,
. Extension Office the last
week of each month. except for the summer. The public is
invited to attend and to obtain the information for the
For more information call La Dawn Hale at 753-1452. Club
lessirn leaders are expected to attend in order to (obtain the
lesson tor their club 1Weting's.
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Compassionate friends will meet
Capt. Michael V.
Arnett M.D.

Samuel A.
Arnett

1st. Lt.

Arnett brothers currently
deploy ed by the U.S. Army
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Compassionate Friends Support Group will meet Thursday
at 7:311 p.m in private dining room at Murray -Callov4.ay County Hospital Ittlr 111011: information it
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Legion Post meeting Thursday
American Legion Post //73 will meet Thursday at 7 p.m. in
the conlerence room of Murray -Calloway County Chamber of
Commerce_ The agenda will focus on continued planning for
the new Legion Hall and .thout the oratorical contest winner
Ashley Winkler All members and veterans are encouraged to
attend. For more affirmation call Post Grrnmander Don Adcock
at 227-7939 or 489-2844.

iii January 211117 Arnett has been
selei.ted to join a Task Force
1iiiuedStales
I hat deployed to rural villages
VIII \
to investigate and treat an outSpecial applications available
(apt
Arnett. break tut disease that has affect
The Calloway County Agriculture Development Board has
NI I) is a doctor 111 iuuieriiul ed the region
announced the following to Phase I grant program, for 2007:
Ilk' at I ripiei Army
CPT Arnett attended the UniSatellite Broadband Cost-Share Program. Technology Cost-Share
pita] iii, hit in Honolulu. formed Armed Services Med
Program Applications will be available at the ("alloway CounHay,sail lie has been stationed !cal School in Bethesda. Mil .
ty Extension office and will he accepted through 4 10 p.m on
there v.ith his wile. Sarah. and and has served in the 1. S
Thursday at the office. 1-or more information contact Todd
their tout • hildren for three
AfT1r. since 2001. tie is a 1994
Powell. Calloway County Extension Agent tor Agriculture/Nat‘Cdr•
Calloway County High School
ural Resources at 751-1452
In 2001. Arnett was selec t
graduate and 1999 Murray State
ed as Intern ol the Yei.11. and t -niversity graduate
CCHS Project Graduation plans event
now serving as s hie! 11:`,1
1st Li. Samuel
Arnett
Calloway County High School Project Graduation will have
himady isot C1'1. Amen Ne...1, V.1. cotnmrssioned in 2005 as
a rebate day today from
III a.m. to .3 p.m. at Backyard Burg•t:iCt. led tor a one -month a military police orficer- at furl
deployment to Kenya. Africa. Henning. Ga Arnett and his er. Customers are asked to place their receipt's in the hag by
the cashier Another rebate day Will he Thursday all day at
wile. Sara Jane, are stationed
the Sirloin Stockade. hut tell the cashier you are there for the
in Kaiserslautern, Germany.
group.
•Nssigned to the 19th TransArnett
Battalion.
portation
Music Department will meet
deployed with his unit to Kuwait
Music Department of the Nturrav Woman's ( bib will meet
ot
July
tor
200(4
in
a 12 month
tonight at 7 at the club house with I he Buttalo Gals presentrotation Arnett is a foreign
liaison oftfter between the ing the program 110.te.ses will he Pain Seward, Mary ShipKuwaiti Nlinistries ot Interior ley. Margery Shown. Sheila A.k.a. Pat C,ritioi and Face Nell
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and Defense and
S /Coal'
non forces Fie
promoted
to 1st Lieutenant on Feb IS Bingo planned tonight
the Knight. ot Columbus sponsor littio tonig hl from 0: 30
by LTC Clark. 19th lin Com
to 9 at the building at 3;2 Squire Rd. Murray. KY 42071.
mander.
Funds from the Bingo help support local national and interArnett is a 1996 Calloway
national charities Tor more information ill _794_7061
County High School graduate
and 2003 Murray State I'm
versity graduate He and his
Murray Singles will meet
Murray Singles 1SUS will meet tonight i 7 ii the Cal
wife are expecting their first
child, a boy. in March
loway Public library for intormation all Pat at -1S9 2904 or
Mike at '0-0044
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Club lessons are presented monthly
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-Little Miss and Mister later Dav - beauty pageant will be
Saturday at II &in at the Chambers Memorial Gym. Benton.
the pageant is open 10 girls ages III through 13 years and
boys 0 to 35 months For information or entry fonn, contact
Kelly Jones .it I -270-527-1,02f. Kern Cothran at 1 -2711-527'sit ShelleN Brian at I 270 195-S143.
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Eastwood Christian Academy is currentregistration for the 2007-08
Is
school term for four and five-year-old kindergarten classes as well as grades one through
12.
Students who register before March 31
will receive a discount. Persons may call
the academy office at 753-7744 to schedule an interview and to tour the facilities.
The academy is located at 2191 Ky. 94
East. Murray. and office hours are 7:30
a.m. to 3:30 p.m.

Art Guild show at Miller Annex
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Eastwood Christian Academy
now holding registration
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8. Wallets

$49
Call
753-8809

Openings For New Clients
Individual, Small Business & Farm Returns
Limited Openings • Call Now!

753-6069

Thibaut Fabric?
OF COUR•SE PT ES!
By

Taxes by Joyce, Inc.
917 Coldwater Rd., Murray, KY 42071
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Cards fly into Sweet 16 as favorites
TORNADO TO
TANGLE WITH
HOLMES FRIDAY
By BOB WHITE
Special to The Associated Press
Coach Billy Hicks agrees that his Scott
County Cardinals should be the favorite
in Kentucky's Sweet 16 boys' state basketball tournament opening Wednesday in
Lexington's Rupp Arena.
It's hard to ignore the fact that Scott
('ounty, 30-2 and the 11th Region chainpion. is 26-0 against Kentucky competition and has been ranked No. 1 in all
the polls throughout the season.
There's also that Dec. I game in
Georgetown when Scott County thumped
Louisville Ballard, ranked No. 2 most of

the season, 88-67. That just solidified 2006 winner Jeffersontown was dethroned
people's belief that Scott County was the by Ballard (32-2) in the Seventh Region
team to beat in 2007, although Ballard is final.
26-1 in Kentucky and has won 23 games
Scott County and Ballard (1977, '88
in a row.
and '99) are among seven former cham"I guess dunng the course of the sea- pions left. The others are South Laurel
son we earned that, said Hicks, who guid- (2005), Owensboro (1972, '80), Fairdale
ed the Cardinals to the 1998 crown and (1990, '91 and '94), Clark County (1951i
a runner-up finish to Ballard in '99. "No and Warren Central (2004).
one has played as many top 20 teams in
Scott County, led by senior Matt Walls
one season as we have. Of our 32 games, and junior Bud Mackey, begins its title
16 have been against top 20 teams in quest when it plays Eighth Region chamKentucky. We beat the Nevada state cham- pion Oldham County (23-6) at 1:30 p.m.
pion and the No. 1 team in Baltimore, Wednesday, after Fifth Region survivor
plus Huntington (the two-time defending Adair County (23-9) and 12th Region vicstate champion in West Virginia).
tor Lincoln County (24-9) open the action
"We wanted to be challenged, but we at noon.
didn't dream we'd go undefeated in KenTwo teams are making their first Sweet
tucky, Hicks said. "We've been lucky and 16 appearance — 14th Region champion
we've been healthy, but tournament time June Buchanan (26-6) and 16th Region
is a brand new challenge. Every team in titlist Elliott County (24-6).
the state tournament is a winner.
Three district runners-up will play in
A new champion was assured when
See STATE,8A

At Rupp Arena
Lexington
Wednesday, March 21
Adair Co (23-9) vs Lincoln Co (24-9),
11 am
Scott Co (30-2) vs Oldham Co (236) 12 30 p m
South Laurel (28-5) vs Fairdale (24-7),
530 pm
Holmes (23-9) vs Paducah
Tilghman (25-7). 7 p m
Thursday, March 22
Owensboro (24-8) vs Ballard (32-2)
11 a m
George R Clark (25-7) vs Christian
Co (28-4( 12 30 p m
Elliott Co (24-6) vs Shelby Valley 1293i 5 30 p m
June Buchanan (26-6) vs Warren
Central (28-4), 7 p m
Friday. March 23
Quarterfinal 1 11 a m
Quarterfinal 2 12 30 p m
Quarlerhnal 3 5 30 p m
Quarterfinal 4 7 pm
Saturday, March 24
Semifinal 1 9 a m
Semihnai 2 1030 a in
Finals 7 pm
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AP
Tennessee's Wayne Chism,
left, Chris Lofton and Ramar
Smith celebrate Sunday after
Tennessee beat Virginia 7774 in the second round of
the NCAA basketball tournament in Columbus, Ohio.

Vols trying to
take program
to new heights
in NCAAs
KNOXVILLE. Tenn. tAP)
— Dane Bradshaw suffered
through the seasons when a
bid to the NIT was the best
the Tennessee Volunteers could
do in March.
Then came along coach
Bruce Pearl, who has the Vols
in the NCAA regional semifinals in his second season.
Tennessee (24-10) heat Virginia to reach the round of 16
for the first time since 2000,
and plays Ohio State. the top
seed in the South Regional, on
Thursday night in San Antonio.
has
nes er
Tennessee
advanced to the regional final.
Bradshaw is the Vols' lone
senior, first enrolling at the
university in 2004, the secondto-last year for coach Butz
Peterson. That season the Vols
lost at George Mason in the
opening round of the NIT. and
they failed to reach either the
NIT or NCAA in 2005.
"The first couple of years.
It's hard to take anything good
out of it, hut all of sudden
I'm in this position my last
year. I feel proud to be one
of the guys that went through
the struggle first to enjoy the
success. It's made it that much
sweeter,- Bradshaw. said Monday after a light practice back
on campus.

MICHAEL DANN / Ledger & Times
Rachel Adams and Kayla Cunningham were recognized Tuesday as members of the Purchase Area First Region
girls' basketball team, named by The Paducah Sun, Jessica Doran of Graves County was named player of the year
and Marshall County coach Howard Beth was named coach of the year. (Below) Sam Butts and Stacey McClure
made the Honorable Mention team.

ADAMS, CUNNINGHAM NAMED TO PURCHASE TEAM;
BUTTS, MCCLURE MAKE HONORABLE MENTION
Staff Report
First Region champion Calloway County
placed two players on the Paducah Sun's
All-Purchase Team, which is celebrating its
32nd season this year.
Post players Kayla Cunningham and Rachel
Adams both received spots on the 10-player squad after leading the Lady Lakers to
a 22-13 record and the program's second
regional title in five years.
Cunningham, a 6-foot-2 sophomore, was
Calloway's leading scorer on the season,
averaging 15.2 points per game while also
tallying 7.7 rebounds an outing. She also
shot 74.8 percent from the free throw line
and compiled 53 blocked shots.
The Lady Laker forward was the driving force behind her team's unexpected run
to the First Region crown, earning the tournament's Most Valuable Player award in
leading CCHS to wins over Graves County. Paducah Tilghman and Marshall Coun-

11 See VOLS, 84

•See PURCHASE,8A
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Racer tennis earns first victory of season
CRAFT LEADS IN
ALABAMA;
WOMEN'S GOLF IN
MIDDLE OF PACK
By MSU Media Relations
LOUISVILLE. Ky. — Murray State's
men's tennis team earned its first win
of the 2007 season with a 6-1 victory over Bellarmine University on Mon-

day.
Murray State I-8) won all three
matches on its way to claiming the
doubles point. Dmytro Hryhorash and
Hunter Gerlach lost just one game on
their way to an 8-1 victory at No. 1
doubles over Nic Janssen-Bernard and
John Esterle.
Jeff Lester and Yun Pompeu beat
Nathan Matthews and Curtis Mitchell,
8-6, at No. 2 doubles. Mikel Headforcl
and Chris Horton teamed for an 8-3
victory at No. 3 doubles over David

Royer's victory over Headford at Mn.
Royer and Scott Cheng.
In singles action, Murray State 6 singles. 7-5 and 6-2.
The Racers will step hack into Ohio
claimed victories in five of the six matches. Three Racers lost just three games Valley Conference play on March 27.
on their way to straight set victories. when they travel to Nashville. Tenn.,
Gerlach (No. 2), Lester (No. 3) and to face Tennessee State.
Men's Golf
Pompeu (No. 4) all beat their oppoBIRMINGHAM. Ala. - On Monnents by 6-1 and 6-2 scores.
Hryhorash picked up a win at No. day, Murray State began play at the
I singles over Janssen-Bernard, 6-4 and Grub Mart Intercollegiate at Silver
6-4. Horton beat Mitchell at No. 5 by Lakes Golf Course on the Robert Trent
Jones Golf Trail
a score of 6-3 and 6-2.
Bellarmine's lone point came with
•See RACERS, 8A

AP
Kansas coach Bill Self waits
for his players to finish their
interviews before his own
news conference in Chicago Saturday.

Maybe this
time, Self
won't be
denied
By JIM LITKE
AP Sports Columnist
Talented teams are a
given with Bill Self.
He lucked into them taking over jobs at schools like .
Tulsa, Illinois and his latest
stop, Kansas, but Self never
leaves a bare cupboard
behind, either. The man
knows how to recruit. And if
the national championship
was decided on letter-ofintent signing day, he might
already have that elusive title
that's so tantalizingly within
reach this year.
Self possesses the quickest, arguably deepest, most
NBA-ready squad left in an
NCAA tournament that is
running very close to form.
By the close of business
Sunday, no double-digit seeds
had advanced into the round
of 16, something that happened only once before since
the field expanded to 64
teams in 1985.
Say what you want about
talent trickling down to the
mid-major ranks in recent
years, but the NBA age-minimum forced a few impact
players to show up for their
freshman seasons, and
they've made their presence
felt at some of the name
programs_ College basketball
may never be as much a
coach's game as it was when
Self started in the business
at Oral Roberts in 1994. No
program can stockpile the
kind of talent the Dukes.
Arizonas and Connecticuts of
the world did year after
year.
But there's some evidence
the one-season-and-gone to
the NBA rush that devastated
North Carolina's national
championship roster two
years ago may be slowing.
Defending champ Florida
returned all its underclass7:
men, and Gators coach Billy
Donovan isn't the only member of the profession with a
chance to do some real
teaching.
Kansas' two studs —
Julian Wright and Brandon
Rush — are both sophomores, as is do-everything
guard Mario Chalmers. But
freshman Sherron Collins is
•
the first backcourt player off
the bench and classmate Darrell Arthur, already 6-foot-9
and 230 pounds, usually rin•l
too far behind. In a testament to their development as
a squad, the layhawks
pounded Kentucky into submission 88-76 by mastering
a trick even Self wasn't certain they had learned.
"From an offensive standpoint.- he said. "that was
probably as good as we've
looked playing in a halfcourt game.With all that talent —
Wright is projected as a lottery pick, Rush a first-round
pick and as many as five
current layhawks could even- •
tually land in the NBA —
opponents rarely choose to
run against Kansas. Kentucky's Tubby Smith certainly didn't want to.
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SPRING TRAINING ROUNDUP

Hey, Junior! Slide Over

Sputisured By.

The Insurance
Center of Murray

GR1FFEY

BUSINESS • HOME • CAR • HEALTH • LIFE

APPEARS
HEADED TO
RIGHT FIELD
REGIONAL CHAMP: Beau
Phillips, the 12-year-old
son of Christine Carmode
of Murray and Todd Phillips
of Marshall County. won the
regional free throw competition, held on March 10
Paris Tenn Phillips won
the local, district and state
,.orripetitions to earn his
spot in the regional contest against boys ages 12
,ind 13 from Kentucky, Tennessee.
Missouri
and
Arkansas He scored a total
101 out of a possible
110 points in all tour congests Phillips
the grand of Carol Cromer of
Murray Ralph CarmOde of
Aiabarna and Bruce and
Mdey. Phillips of Marshall
our•ty
will travel to
I_ipringtield Mass to compete against 11 other
r,,,tional winners on April
1, winner will receive

•State
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NATIONAL SPORTS SCOREBOARD

By The Associated Press
It Ken Grittey Jr is ready
Ill play ,Jri opening day, he'll
find himself in nght held instead
,It center
(Ma Inman Reds manager
Jerry Narron said !vlonday he
expects to start R),an
tfl
a enter April 2 against the Chita
go Cuhs because Crfittey is still
working his way haLk from a
broken lett hand The longtime
center fielder was injured in
the ollseason tc tide wrestling
w ith his kids
-We had to make a de,'
Si Ill
!his late in the spring v.e
need II, ger oui I, hat hit Iii
the held Narron said in Sara
•
I LI I %X gi.11 It1 di. e‘en,
illing I an do ii, 11(11 out best
,lob l,Llt there My let-ling is
that with Ryan f-reel out there.
ii giyes us strong &tense up
the middle
(Irittev a
tune (,01,1GloYe
winner in center. has taken tly
balk and made throws from
right field in practice Narnrn
said he was very cautious about
deciding to move the .47-year
I ld slugger from his a ustorri
AP
ary spot
Cincinnati Reds outfielder Ken Griffey Jr has recently
-Right now, that-. what our
begun to take batting practice after breaking his left hand
plan is We would have loved
during the offseason. If ready for the team's season opentor him to he at anable pert
er on April 2. Griffey will be in right field instead of his
trig daN, to play center field
customary center field spot.
it just didn't work out,- Nar
the first link' a IL1,1111 from the LACC1.111%Li officer Sandy Alderron said
tinffey 's agent. Finan Gold - nation's capital open, the seisaid. "It's not unprecedentberg. said his ahem was lulls sin in the Ihstrict it ('olum- ed hy any means.bia +like April
au arc il the Red's 11111..11(1011s
I. tt hell
Wells was diagnosed two
.111111in understands the wain the epaltsii 111 M•ashingtoti Sent
weeks ago. the San Diego Union'elk us where he should play. anirs began their final taniikaign
tribune reported Monday
and that's the was it should het( ire Hills ing to le‘as
Asked it he leek less enerillis Ihicw fp,: shutout gy at tunes. Wells said "It
be.- Goldberg said
Me Honda Marlins certain - innings in his clehrit last sea- depends He detlined turther
Is know where they want Don - son ,it lloushin.
Caine he
(11.11111CM
'retie W illis when they open remembers tit !di,
.
Padres manager Bud Black
-'100
the season
in the mound
iiter
said Wells needs to meet with
alid
in Washington
\k1Ille and dr knit-,
when new
blue harmers on the bleachers
manager
Fred,
"From what I've been told.
and things like that II.. said
announced the et pecteti
it'll he manageable.- Black said
sill i uiils One ens ,eeilled taken it was pretty t.r•ol net to be
m Peoria. An/
a pan or it Hi:n.011[4! s a lit.1 f14,
The 41-year-old Wells signed
in ii urse i iii surprised.' tle hit different on ,t-te riiiie doc
.1 one year contract in January
In other tes,I
Sall I )Ielzo ii return to his hometown Padres
said in Jupiter. Ha -lin
cc. lied I wanted in, hut that Padres
hallder 13.1‘1‘1 V.e111, as the No S starter The 6docsii 1 Mean Ill ha% e it Ile‘l has Is pi: 2 di.thetes v‘ hi it the loot 4. 245 pound pitcher has
II fleN,Cf V, 1111 1,1 .1‘\Wile [Cain
▪ car
.01111-011ahle
4ten battled his weight. and
•I1 •s S.rillelhil41 he II ILI\
.111i11 .t: III this value
was sa ratc lied trout a start late
manage and 511II1C1111111: 14k C II Iasi season due
will he Wilk,' second sr qi
FOUI in his
:rite opening day start and ti_ut C 111 I1C111 111111 111.111.q1C.
r101 10111

National Basketball Association
All Times CDT
EASTERN CONFERENCE
Atlantic Division
W
L Pct GB
Toronto
36 31 537
New Jersey
5
31 36 463
New seoflt
30 36 455 51 -2
Philadelphld
10
26 4n388
Boston
16
20 47 299
Southeast Division
W
L Pct GB
Washington
36 28 563
Mk1M.
36 30 545
Orlando
31 37 456
Atlanta
27 41 397
Charlotte
24 43 35813'
Central CHvIsion
W
L Pct GB
Detroit
42 2364-6
Cleveland
41 25 621 1 .
Chicago
39 29 574 4 1 2
Indiana
12
30 35 462
Milwaukee
25 41 37917 1 2

WESTERN CONFERENCE
Southwest Division
L Pct GB
W
—
54 11 831
46 20 697 8 1,2
San Antonio
13
42 25 627
Houston
25
30 37 448
New Orleans
38
17 50 254
Memphis
Northwest Division
W
L Pct GB
Utah
—
43 23 652
9
Denver
33 31 516
43114
1 ,2
.
28 37
Minnesota
17
Portland
26 40 394
17
Seattle
26 40 394
Pacific Division
W
L Pct GB
—
-Phoenix
50 16 758
LA Lakers
35 32 52215 1,2
19
Golden stare
32 36 471
L A Clippers
20
30 36 455
Sacramento
29 38 43321 1,2

Sunday's Games
New York 92 Toronto 74
Dallas 92 Deport 88
Orlando 97 Miami 83
Houston 124 Philadelphia 74
New Jersey 101 L A Clippers 95
L A Lakers 109 Minnesota 102
Seattle 95, Portland 77
Monday's Games
Atlanta 99 Sacramento 76
New Orleans 106 Boston 88

Tuesday's Games
Denver al New Jersey 6 p rut
Cleveland al Charlotte 6 p m
Dallas at New York 630 p m
Philadelphia at Detrort 630 p rut
New Orleans at Memphis, 7 p m
L A Clippers at Chicago, 730 p m
Golden State at Utah. 8 p m
Indiana an Houston 8 30 p m
Minnesota at Phoenix 9 p m
Washington at Portland 9 n rut

From Page 7A
MSTI's sMichael Craft is the
player everyone is trying to
catch in the chase for individual medalist honors. Craft carded rounds of 71-70=141 yesterday, and had a three-shot
lead on Dan Willett of Jacksonville State heading into
nxiay's final round.
The Racers were in fifth
place after 36 holes after scores
of 306-304:.---610 and were II
shots behind leader Columbus
State_ Eastern Kentucky (6031,
Jackson% ille State (6051, Southern Mississippi (6061 and MSU
make up the top five in the
field oh 14 teams.
Murray 's Jerry Price and
Mitchell Moore shared 20th
place_ Pnce had rounds of 74/00=154. while Moore had scores
of 77-77. Kyle Landrum's
rounds of 84-77=161 placed him
in 50th, while Nick Griffin was
in 70th place after carding
scores oh 87-81=168.
Mark Brant is playing as
an individual. finishing Monday in 32nd place after scores
of 77-80=157.

orle
the hest examples ill
II •55
times hate hanged on ko.k.. 'hop situ e
heal .tETI%ed atter leading V% tsLunsul-Miliit kc'on a run to the round of 16 in 2fio%
Bradshaw is a hackup poll)1 guard. mot ed
III torw ard
EY en though Bradshaw is usually
111111,h smaller 16-toot 41 than the players he
zitards. Pearl wanted to find some was to get
Biadshaw on the 0101
Now he •s a tan !atonic tor his gutsy plays
Mat don't alw ay s show up in the holt st ore
\gamst ‘irginia. Bradshaw had to inbound the
hall three times in the final seconds to star
shooter Chris Lofion, who was heavily &tended each tune Lotton went 6-o1-6 at the foul
line down the stretch to seal the 77-74 %rah,
IS Sunday
The %els hate historic ally struggled iii the
NC AA tournameni In I s appearances. tills is
••iils the second time Met hate won two gaihes
in .1 row

!

\H I' 1 II
I c
II
Ai

1' ‘k.el('ri I ell
L'Ilr)11 :.1111('

guars wave sroasoluo BY:

011)

Lindy Suitor
tmca• fame vor,
•-•>

kIdt,

is

alie saw Si • 711-11142

TV, radio

I hi Sills 1/11: 1.111, ltib 1,1 the regional semi[Mak Vk as III 1981 when dies had a first-round
bye in the field ot
Last year Iennessee won in the first round
but lost to Wichita State in the second nJund.
failing to capitahie on a No 2 seed
Pearl wanted to do better this season. .0rd
now he wants more
"If were going to he a top-211 program,
you've got to play in the Sweet 16.- Pearl
said
-I dig] I kijiiw 'tutils when we needed to
get to the Sweet 16, oh% lously within a limy frame the tans kind ot would like their a oach
es and then teams to get there I belies e we're
a top 211 program. hut the only was I can saN
it and not be laughed at is if you 1.10 till with
some a onsistent
tie's already gotten the fans
riormalls
hid only about football and women's baskethall
filling the cat emous Thompson-Boling
\rena during the regular season to witness hit?
wins ot et Kentucky and Honda.

The Samford event v.-raps
up today with 18 holes.

From Page 7A
Gra% es County senior Jessica Doran was named Purchase Player of the Year after
at eraging 19.0 points. 6 4
rebounds and 2.3 assists per
game for a Lady Eagle squad
that finished the season with
a 211-11 mark, including a
regional tournament quarterfinal loss to Calloway County,
The 6-foot Doran. a FreedHardeman signee, Joined Cunningham and Adams as three
ol the 10 players selected to
the All-Purchase Team
Paducah Tilghman placed
the most players on the squad.
garnering tour of the 10 slots.
The representatives from the
Lady 'Tornado. who ended the
season with a 24-5 record.
included Juniors All Watson.
Jarobia Hill and Bionca hull
and
sophomore
Natalie
Shumpen.
Rounding out the team were

senior Pressley Doom and sophomore Jessica Holder from First
Region runner-up Marshall
County and St. Mary senior
Abby Townien.
Other local players receiving votes for the team included Calloway County's Sam
Butts and Murray High's Stacey
McClure.
The Purchase Coach of the
Year honor went to Marshall
County head coach Howard
Beth. who won the award for
the 13th time after leading the
Lady. Marshals to a 24-4 overall record and a 16-1 finish
against First Region foes. Marshall's only region loss came
against Calloway in the tournament final.
Lady Laker head coach Scott
Sir. ills receited 15 votes to
Beth's 27, placing third behind
Community Christian's Mary
1.ee Evers, who picked up 17
totes. Murray 's Rechelle Turner earned one vote.
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Women's Golf
CALERA, Ala. — The Lady
Racers opened play with 36
holes on Monday at the Samford Intercollegiate, being held
at the Timberline Golf Course,
Murray' State found itself in
eighth place in a field of 14
teams after rounds of 318 and
315. compiling a total score
of 633.
Andrea Downer fired rounds
of 78-75=153 to become the
Racers highest place after 36
holes with a spot in 12th in
the field of 86 competitors.
Lauren Hughes finished the
day in 27th place after scores
of 81-77=158, while Bethany
Yates and Megan McKinney
shared 43rd place. Yates had
rounds of 80-82=162, while
McKinney fired rounds of 81 XI . Christi Baron started with
a solid 79. but she finished
the day with an 87 for a total
of 166 and spot in 58th place.
Caroline Lagerborg's rounds
of 81-80=162 were good for
a spot in 40th place as an

•Purchase

•VoIs
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x clinched playoff spot

•Racers
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753-8355

901 Sycamore
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Pressure Washer

Stump Grinder

Front-End Loader, Back Hoe
John Deere Tractor

Aerators & Rollers

Over Seeder
& Power Rake

MURRAY HOME 8 AUTO

Chestnut St • Murray, KY • 753-2571 • Hrs: Mon.-Fri. 730 a.m.-5:00 p.m. • Sat. 7:30 a.m.-12:00 p.m. •
www.murrayhomeandauto.corn
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smart Saver
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Thureday
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All real estate advertised herein is subject to the Federal Fair
Houwig V.A. which makes it illegal to advertise any preference, firml4tler or dwnmination Weed un race, aim
handicap. Limal status or nuts-cal origin, or
intenth,r, to make aro •ukil prettlyrkes limitation, or
,nrn6nely,r,

11 a.m.
know ingli aoregt Sb adsertising tor real estate
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MO
020
025
030
040
060
060
070
MO
i00
110
120
130
140
150
155
160
¶65
160

L. Note*
190
Mottostie
Personels
200
Fonanciel
210
Roamer Wanted
220
Lost And Found
260
help Wanted
270
Powbon Wanted
210
Domestic I Caeca«
2115
Businsa Opportunity
300
Electronics
320
Computers
330
Apulian,* p.m*
340
Ward To Sim
360
Ankke For Sits
370
Appliances
3130
Moms Funskonsis
390
Antiques
410
Lawn I Garden
425

Form Equipment
Merry Equipment
Sports Equipment
Firewood
Musical
Mobile Moms Lots For Sale
Mobile Karnes For sr.
Illobles Norms For Ram
Mobile moms Lots For Rent
Business Rentals
Apartments For Rent
ROOM For Rent
Mouses For Rant
Slangs Rona.
Cornmercaal Property
Pets A Supple.
livestock I Supplies
Public Site
Land For Rent or Lase*
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CLASSIFIED AD RATES

Murray ledger er Times FL/ Housing Art Notice

ADJUSTMENTS

I

See Estate
LAM Property
Lo.. For Sys
Lots For Rant
Farms For Sala
Acreage
Moines For Sara
Motorcycia• I ATV a
Auto Parts
Sport Leery Vensim
Used Can
Vans
Used Trucks

I s-s I I

\

•

$8.25 Column Inch,60% Discount 2nd Run,
40`-• Discount 3rd Run.
(All 3 /Lis !dust Run Within tr Day Period
$3.35 per
extra for
(Silo Ms Guido
$8.25 First Day -20 words or lesa
Over zp wards 5i0 each
Additioaal Consecutive D
Days: .11 per worp per day.
53.35 extra for Shopper(Mon (lassiheds go into Shopping Guide)
51 00 extra tor blind hos ads
The pc -rser maintains Me right to reject or edit any submitted r•

canyon
Boats & Motors
Services Obered
F rat Cokonn
Tobacco Support

OUR EINE Al) AND I I 1%11 I AITLAR ON
TI IL WEB...ITEM NO I XTRA(11-WC&

PLACE

To Place Your Ad Call the Classified Department at 753-1916 ask for Jill Stephens or Julie Brown
or stop by our office at 1001 Whitnell Ave.-Office Hours: Monday-Friday 7:30 a.m.-5 p.m.• Fax 753-1927
060
Help Wanted

GET THIS 1X1
AD FOR ONLY
sn.00 PER
MONTH
CALL 753-1916

POSITION
AVAILABLE

NOW open: Rachelle's
featuring spa manicure
and pedicure, acrylic
nails, ear candling, permanent eyeliner, eyebrows 8 lip color. Half
price nail services now
through Apnl. Call 2938859 for appointment.

There is currently a position
available for a service person in
the Termite Department. Benefits
include salary, commission, vacation, holiday pay, paid health
insurance and bonuses.

SPECIALTY Ice
Creams now
Sandra D's- 94 E
293-3816
THE Murray Ledger &
Times considers its
sources reliable, but
inaccuracies do occur.
Readers using this
Information do so at
their own risk. Although
persons and companies mentioned herein
are believed to be reputable. The Murray
Ledger & Times, nor
any of its employees
accept any responsibility whatsoever for their
activities.

FOUND, solid white
possibly a Husky. Very
obedient. Green collar,
no tags. Call to identify
753-8428
060
Help Wanted
A child needs you!
Become a foster parent. up to $36/day.
WKUMFS
270-443-9004
AFTER-SCHOOL care
needed for two S.W.
Elementary students.
Must pick up from
school 4 days weekly.
3PM
until
6PM.
Respond to P.O. Box
134, Murray, KY 42071

DISCLAIMER

FULL OR PART lime
housekeeping Mur,Plaza Hotel Apply
person after 6 00PM
GREEN Acres is currently hinng for the following positions CNA
6-2p Full Time, CNA
10p-6a
Full
time.
Anyone interested in
becoming part of our
team may apply in person at Green Acres
Health Care, 402 W.
Farthing St., Mayfield.
KY 42066
TOP Appointment
Setters Needed
Immediately!
No setang. S10415
per hour. Excellent
phone voice required
Experience a plus Call
753-3799 Mon-Fri after
9AM.

Our Working Family is now
accepting applications for
these positions:

Lindy Shaver, Administrator
270-653-5558
ACCOUNT REPRESENTATIVE

TENIPORARI HORTICULTURAL
.A(;RICUUTURAL LABOR
4-15-07 10 1-1-08
SHEITON FARMS

KY/00236956
HAZEL. KY

4-15-0710 12-41-07
1.1) JOHNSON

KY#0236960
MURRAY. KY

4-15-0710 1-15-08
J. SMITH FARMS

KYN0236682
KIRKSEY, KY

4-15-07 TO 12-29-07
TAYLOR FARMS

KY#0236958
ALMO. KY

4-20-07 TO 12-1417
J BUTTERVORTII

K Y0.1237898
MURRAY. KN

4_25-07 10 1- l -OS
N. KEY

Kyrr0237629
MURRAY. Kl

4-20-07'TO 12-30-07
OVERCAST/SI'KES

K140237628
MURRAY. KY

4-20-07 TO 1-15-08
T MUR1XK'K

KY #0237895
MURRAY. KY

Wage 58.65 Hr. 314 contract guaranteed, all
tools and equip. furnished. Housing provided
fur those beyond commuting Transportation
and subsistence pay. after 50';; of contract completed. Contact local Dept Eor Employment
Services.

Truck Drivers
tstnta rJON

needed
Class A CDLs.
with
Responsibilities will include hauling
asphalt and other construction materials
in triaxle dump trucks. If you meet these
requirements. send your resume or
apply in person at 7025 Old Cairo Road,
West Paducah, KY 42086. No phone
calls.
EOE

4-1

Asphalt Laborers

1134.1erona rPOPO

H&G Construction Company is seeking
to hire asphalt laborers with at least 2
years experience. Average Prevailing
wage job pays $25 + per hour. Applicant
must be familiar with asphalt raking.
screed operations. pavers and rollers.
Please send your resume to 7025 Old
Cairo Road. West Paducah, KY 42086.
EOE

NURSE
PRACTITIONER/PHYSICIAN
ASSISTANT
Putt-Time Licensed Nurse Pitittüticr
or Physician Assistant needed for physician's office. Excellent benefits and
compensation package offered. Please
send or bring resume to:
300 South 8th Street
Suite 480W
Murray. KY 42071

INESICAt CENTER
tin* Nein•Miami Miner Park.

Now hiring
smiling faces
for all shifts.
Apply in person
at Wendy's

Fortune 500 Company has opening in
LOCAL area,
• One of the best training programs
available.. expense-paid
• Company 401K savings & employee stock
ownership plan
•Top benefits: health, dental, life and
disability insurance
• Junior Executive Training program based on
performance

For confidential personal interview
Call Mon.& 'hies.• 270-293-9498
EOE/MF

re

CLEANING houses is
my business. Call
Linda H. 759-9553

A Setter Quicker
Computer Fixer
DUNCAN CREEK
TECHNOLOGY
(270)4119-26411
www.dtreek.tera
(We 6o networks too.)
MDR COMPUTERS
Ar Certified Technician
Service/ repairs.
759.3556
Want W Buy
ANTIQUES, Cali Larry
753-3633

Buying U.S. silver
& gold coins.
All mint sets,
proof sets, and
other old coins.

HD Televisions
Come by Olympic
Plaza. Murray to see
our large selection of
HD
Televisions
Plasma, LCD. OLP. &
CRTs. Brands by:
Toshiba. Sony, LG.
Zenith, & JVC. We also
have a large selection
of entertainment centers & TV carts.
Beasley TV 759-0901
MINOLTA DI 200 digital copier with document feeder. Just over
1009. copies, 3 years
old. $750.00.
753-9240
NEW double garage
fully enclosed. Installed
$2,865. For appointment call
270-804-3806

46

DIRT
DADDY'S
TOP SOIL
Bed the county has
Call Terrell Tidwell

753-9075
(270)227-2193
YAMAHA Terapro 4
wheeler PTO w; 48"
mower. $2,500.
293-1681

Immediate opening for sales. Experience in
floor covering preferred. Pay commensurate
with experience. Apply in person
Monday through Saturday, 9AM-5PM.
Jackson Purchase Medical Center has
immediate full-time opening for a
CCU RN 7p - 7a shift & PRN Surgical
Tech. Excellent salary, shift differentials
and benefits. Qualified applicants may fax
or mail resume and references to JPMC's
HR Department or complete an application

at the address below:
Jackson Purchase Medical Center
Human Resources Department
Suite 402
1099 Medical Center Circle
Mayfield, Kentucky 42066
Fax: 270-251-4443.
EEO M/FN/D

NATIONAL Property
Management
Company is seeking a
strong candidate for a
Full time leasing position. Candidate must
be comfortable using
standard business systems and possess
strong communication
skills. Prefer experience but willing to
train. Drug Free
Workplace'
Background
Screening' Benefits'
Equal Opportunity
Employer' Fax
resumes to 270
759-3005
NOW taking applications for all positions
and ail shifts. Apply
In person et Sonde
DrIv•-in, 217 S. 12th
St., Murray, KY. No
phone calls.
NURSING position
available at the Allergy
& Asthma Clinic of
West Kentucky. 33-35
hours per week.
Monday thru Thursday.
Send resume to 2957
US Hwy 64/ North
Murray, KY 42071 or
you may fax to
(270)759-1215. Please
include at least two
references.

PARADISE
Resort/HMA Hotels
now hiring full/pt positions. Immediate openings for upbeat, friendly
and service oriented
individuals. Starting at
$7.50 hour plus resort
advantages.
Apply
today or send resume
to: tmarkum0hmahotels.com
Paradise Resort
1024 Paradise Drive
Murray. KY 42071.
270-436-2767
REWARDING Career
Opportunity.
Professional sales
position with excellent
income potential for a
self-motivated, hardworking team player.
Excellent hinge benefits. Complete training
provided. Bring
resume to: Fleming
Furniture. 3060 Hwy.
641N., Murray, KY
42071.
WAREHOUSE
Worker/Retail Sales
Neat appearance. 40
hours weekly. 112 day
on Saturday. Call
759-4979

CASH paid for
good, used guns.
Benson Sporting
Goods. 519 S. 12th.
Murray.
GOOD used refrigerators, electric ranges,
gas heaters, air conditioners.
baseboard
heaters. Used carpeting. 753-4109
JUNK cars & trucks
Call Larry 753-3633
WANTED
Junk cars, trucks and
tractors 436-5235
150
Ankles
For Ssis
92 Cougar. V-8, tach,
sun-roof, new transmission, A/C. tires,
loaded $2,575 0130.
Washer 753-4109
BLACK frame pool
table/aqua blue felt
with accessories (balls,
sticks, etc). Must sell.
Asking $400 OBO.
227-7578
CINDERELLA
prom
dresses. 1 size 4 yellow, 1 size 8 blue $150
each. 270-492-8614

CINGULAR cell
phones
Direct TV & Dish
Network Satellite TV.
Local people, cornpetitve prices. Wood
Electronics Court

Square
Murray 753-0530
FREE
DISH Network 4-room
system
Sajellite
America's Top 60 channels
only
for
$19.99/mo Get your
choice
of
HBO,
Cinemax, Starz. or
ShovAime FREE for 3
months. FREE DVR or
HO upgrade. Beasley
Antenna & Satellite
759-0901

Calloway County
'ictorial History &
Family History
Books
759-4938

1505 Diuguid Drive • Murray, KY

LARGE
SELECTION
USED APPLIANCES
WARD-ELKINS

One and Two Bedroom Apartments
Central Heat and Air
Accepting Applications

Office Hours 8 a.m.-12 p.m..
6
1 p.m. to 4 p.m.
270
Noble Homes For See
BEAUTIFUL 3BR,
2BA with fireplace,
walnut cabinets 8
black appliances!!! Call
731-584-9430 for an
appointment!
WOW!3BR,2BA with
huge great room &
wrap around porch"!
Must seem
731-584-9109
280
Mobile Howes For Rent
SMALL 2BR $225
Large 2BR $275
753-6012
SMALL 2BR 8 miles
north.
$235
plus
deposit. No pets.
753-8582. 227-1935

$110 per month. Newer
homes only. 492-8488
320
Apartments For Roe

Or the Square Murray

(270) 753-1713

ARKANSAS Willow fur
niture on sale now a
The Peddler's Mall.
759-2106
Limited
quantities.
Zenith 46- big
screen .I% wIth
huge custom made
oak entertainment
center.
Entertainment
center is 37" in
and 76" tall and
has pull out
drawers for
components. WM.
753-2753. 210-29111.
703-61211

RILEYS USED
FURNITURE
We pay <ash
for good used

furniture
753-8501
180

Groin
2005 John Deere nding
mower. 595 4-wheel
drive, less than 200
hours, mower width 62'
$12,000 new, sacrifice
$8,500 firm. 293-1231.
435-4552 night

**OWNER
Financing***
model
Late
blewide, 3BR
$5.000 down,
month. 193 Seth
Call 753-1011

dou2BA.
$695
Lane

-*OWNER
Financing***
Late model doublewide
3BR
2BA. $4 000
down. $495 month
2220 Wrather Road.
Call 753-1011
***OWNER
Financing***
Late model doublewide
3BR
2BA. $5.000
down. $645 month 110
Sundance Lane. Call
753-1011

(
-. 3-2350

1995 16x80 3BR 284
Must
moved
be
$16,000 753-5998

NEW double ca';
$695 Free installabon
Call 270-804-3806 for
appointment

AWESOME MIR. 2BA
Doublewide with island
in kitchen & deluxe
appliance package"
731-564-4926

42071

270-753-8556
TDD 1-800-545-1833- Ext. 283

11121
APPlawfs

293-6999

13395 Highway 641 South

e

CHILD care services in
my home in Hazel.
6AM to 6PM Call
293-4473

ir

Calloway Garden/Essex Downs
Apartments

Ankles
For Saie

•R.N.'s $2000.00 Sign-on Bonus
•L.P.N.'s $1500.00 Sign-on Bonus
•C.N.A.'s $1000.00 Sign-on Bonus

1604 State Route 121 North,
Murray, Kentucky.

SERVALL

on our classifieds

DO you love working
wtth kids?
Wee Care Enterprises
may be just the place
for you! Full time positions available.
Apply at:
Martial Arts America
1413 Olive Blvd
Murray. KY 42071
(270)753-6111

A Family Working Together
To Care for Your Loved One

TERMITE COMPANY

Apply in person at

150

Arbor Place of Clinton

-Great Team Orientated
Atmosphere
-401 K Paid Per Pay Period
-CAREER LADDER
-Health, Dental, & Life
Insurance Available
Call Today Positions Are
Filling Quickly:

when aceessing the
-help wanted'. section
ehpage at
murrayledger corn.
you will be redirected
to iohnetwork.i,om
Hy default.
Murray and local jot,
listings will appear on
rho. wehsite
However. as a national
Pietistic. not all listing,
on the pihnetwork toni
are placed through
the Murray Ledger
& Times Please call
us if you have an
questions regarding
the Murray area
'oh listings Thank you

060
Nip Woad

LISA

1 & 2 bdr apts. No pets
Leave a message
270-753-1970
1 OR 2br apts. near
downtown
Murray
starting at $200/mo.
753-4109.

NOW LEASING
1.2 & 3bedroom Apts.
We accept Section
8 vouchers.
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts.
902 Northwood Dr
Monday,
Wednesday. Friday.
Phone 759-4984.
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TOO S1-800-648-6056
RED OAKS APTS.
Special
$IDS Deposit
1BR $325
2BR $375
Call Today!
753-8668.
SOUTHWOOD
and
Story Avenue duplexes. Call 767-9948
UNFURNISHED 1-BR,
close to campus, ideal
for one person, no
pets, available January
3rd 753-5980
UNIVERSITY Heights
Apts. is now accepting
applications for 1 & 2
BR rental assisted
apartments. M-W-TH,
8-2:30. 1734 Campbell
St. 759-2282 Hearing
Impaired only 1-800648-6056.
Equal
Housing Opportunity.
340
Houses For Rol

1BR furnished. low util
ities.
No
lease
required. No pets. $245
month. 753-3949

2BA. C/WA,
2BR
Immaculate condition.
Fenced yard with outbuilding.
Attached
1BR near MSU. other
garage. $695 month
locations available.
plus deposit. 1504
appliances. Coleman
Belmont. No pets.
RE 753-9898
270-293-4602,
2BR apartments avail- 270-293-3710
2BR lake front property
able. Great location. 1
with deep water dock.
year lease, 1 month
$750 month. 759-9046,
deposit, no pets.
436-5258
753-2905
3BR 1BA 403 S. 11th,
2BR duplex, 1302-A all appliances,
deck, no
Valleywood. 759-9920, pets.
references.
293-1446
6550/mo + deposit.
270-293-3663
2BR duplex. nice.
3BR 1BA, completely
C/KA, appliances furremodeled with new
nished. Various locaC/H/A. No pets. $750
tions. Coleman RE
month plus deposit.
753-9898
1626 Miller Ave.
2BR near MSU, C/H/A. 270-293-4602.
appliances. Coleman
270-293-3710
RE 753-9898
38R foreclosure. Buy
CLOSE TO MSU! for only $24,900. For
listings 800-560-1951
Affordable 1 bedroom
apartments including ext. S021
basic kitchen appli- 3BR only $341 month,
ances and lovely cov- 5% down, 20 years at
ered
picnic
area. 8% APR. For listings
$285/mo unfurnished. 800-560-1951 Ext
$335/mo nicely fur- S891
nished. 762-0991 or 6 miles south of
Murray. 3BR 1 bath.
559-1164
central H/A, city water,
LIKE new. 1BR apt. all $375 month.
appliances, Brooklyn
270-752-1178
Dr. 270-435-4382 or LARGE 2 story 38R
leave message.
brick. C/H/A, garage.
301 N. 4th. 5650 month
UVE Oak Apts.
plus deposit. 753-0089
Newly Remodeled
SMALL 3811. 4 miles
1BR $290.00
from Murray, working
2BR $340.00
fann environment.
3BR $425.00
$375 month. No pets.
$100 deposit special
for qualified applicants. 753-8848 before 9PM.
Office hours 8-2
Mon-Fri
Call today for appointF Warehousing
ment
Near MSU $20-50
7534221

EL.

NEON BEACH
MINI-STORAGE
'All Size Units
Available
'Now Have
Climate Control

7$3.3853

CI,ttiSIFIEDS

214 • I uessla%. larch 20, 20117

700,000 BELOW APPRAISAL

Storage Rentals

!Min

lied:sAns

PLUMB

Cali Eery /faqir or Irv.. Notclatosoo

759-4704

S acres
• Ilardv.00d
Floot s
•'File

• Carpet

• I

s
Si
2-0-4 16-54%
'
-O-293-6906

• Large Deck
• Bonus Room
• Nev. Well
• Nev. Septic

• StlIlloorn

• 2C:a Attached

Garage

%king $240,000

'Or
.•r , t
.
.d,
•

4
stall
V.oea I
Heated ()An I Mau

1 1r,S Square Feet

141 N 11,LS
\II \I-SIIWAGE
l& I

270-227-1617

1!•if

Pig MIER
miNi'sfORAGE

460
Homes For Sate

520
Boats I Rotors

I

RE ADS' irr

.i,,, it •

Stubblefield
Storage
97 Crossland Rif,
Now Renting
i,x1c) & toxio
,o)293-7116

Services °flew

sphalt l.i. iiI &
Sealcoating,
COMM.& Res.
I.icensed & !Mitred.
TRAVIS ASPHALT
270-753-1279

1:

Lor,,lroctior
; 1,- S.1, 1(1 C.,041

I 4-rm.,:14,,

t

;

1 4,44, (
•
If E

BACKHOE &
TRUCKING
ROY HILL

r

"
.4r !
tit

I, 11

4:1‘,

r.•,jr•1

530
Services Offered

Dozer

work 8. Tra,

470
Motorcycies & ATV s

LAWN SERVICE
Landscaping, Tree &
Shrub trimming
Satisfaction guaranteed
Call 753-1816
•

( 5,() CiH
j.4

Lots F

C & C Renovation and
Remodeling

5a.t,

PC, •

YOUR AD
COULD BE
HERE FOR
ONLY $75.00
A MONTH
CALL 753-1916

11:3
Acres9e

. -

•-• Dirt

761-3740 293-4045

490
Used Cars

Homes

24 HOUR

rSaw

SERVICE

Horoscope

We Pick Up 111‘
most scrap washers
•ir-vers wire A scrap
• Om for it

Cheap

Hill Electric

kelli Petermeyer Bland,
Murray State Cniversity 2002,
20113 graduate and editor-inchief of the Fort Campbell
Courier. has recend> received
much attention and praise tor the
IOCisD11.1-1
addition 01 the "Dear Ms. Vicki''
I. NDSCAPING advice column to the military
paper_
& I REE E‘K \I
.11-he write! ot the column.
Uor all
I lawn and
Vicki Johnson. is an on-base
landscape needs
293-6361P clinical social worker at Fort
Campbell and military spouse ot
KEVIN'S LAW N two decades. Johnson's column
SERVICE
is designed to give advice to
• Il1okk1111
husbands, w Ives and other faint• seed eatim.
lv members ol soldiers stationed
Free Estimans,
iti Iraq and Alghanistan
Cell 12701 293-7061
Johnson and other social
Nome 42701759-9545 winkers on base first considered
selling up an "ask a therapist
UK 1,a‘%a Care do
at the Post Exchange.
I up iii tht Iiiir triuipmtin
When the called the Courier to
\low lug/Mulching
Advertise the event. Bland sugComix-Otis e Prices
a t idumn.
,,csted
Free Estimates
Bland's suggestion paid oft.
293-6872
,nd the "Dear Ms. ‘'icki" colunn is receiving a lot ot mienLEE S Carpet
Despite its success. many
Cleaning
!la C LTHielied
Vit:kl's blunt
•.
iininents. while others praise
•DpEokli-ni
-Emergency Water
Ilk' column for its honesty.
Removal
'Ms, Vicki- gives advice to
husbands and wives has mg a
• 1 -,tinuites
kl11110.1I1 time with their spouse's
753-5827
deployment as well as the problems they. Lice hack at home.
The Ms. Vicki column was
I ecently featured in a column in
I Pamil N
,-'70-752-0414
the /.0. Ant:eh,s rune.. recogin/ng Johnson and Bland tor theu
PAYTON
LAWN CARE , realise venture,
Since Bland began working
lawn mowing. lemlizing.
the Coittier in January 2105.
shrub trimming. light
hackhee work. tilling &
hush hog mowing
270-436-5507
HAPPI

Lawn Service

Carpet 8

-

Floors4

(her 40 years exp.
salts & Installation

753-7728
A

DRE ‘‘101. ILDEILS

753-9562
MILLS & SON
Pressure Washing
vinyl wood bock siding,
concrete decks 8 more

HOME cossl RI E'TION
.
•Mets.:

&

*1:-

•Add1110114Renosations
FREE ESTINIATES
42701293-0433
Dria HANDYMAN

270-2274160

A AFFORD
ABLE

Doan Bectviad RELIABLE
Services
LAWN CARE
Industrial. L',,ninich., ii
and RCNItieflil.it

rledd Itoatt
710-0433• 366.0954

SELL V011•R
PROPERTV
AT AUCTION

dependahle
mowing & trimming

270-293-6119

753-5086
(270)527-2931
Vans

430
4,1

CARPENTRY

WE: I3tI HotsF.s
At13 Location.
.-An.) Condition
Cash or 'fermis
Call 761-110NIE

1466.11

Li

Remodeling Siding. Drywall,
Paint Light Fixtures, Rotted or
Sot) Floor Repair. Roof Leaks
Plumbing Leaks, E•
F 4% VP QVR ME5;. • -I &
nsureu

MX:GESS
STOR

270-759-5355

MSU grad adds
advice column for
[EC (oNs1tucnok.-..4) military wives

WEFIXIll

2655 Butterworth Road

NOW OPEN:

Murray Ledger & Times

IMMEDIATE
DEBT RELIEF
we will buy your
houNe or take er
your pavments

520

Boats I litcdors

GALLOWAY
LAWN SERN'ICE
mowing. mutt hing.
inniming Please call
tor lair estimate
753-8682
Cell: 227-0726

APPLIANCE REPAIR
SERVICE & PARTS

Call 761-4558,

ask for Kristin.

GARDEN OF EDEN
LAWN CARE
& • •••• NG
LEAF HEt.1us,AL,
HFDGES TRIMMED,
"." CLEANING

•

WET WILLY S
HEATED
POWERWASH

489-2689• 293-6073

HALL'S WASTE
MANAGEMENT

Having a Yard Sale?
Make it a big e‘ent in the Murra) Ledger & Times!

PRICES:

Deadline

Publish Date

Friday 10AM
Friday 10AM
Monday - 12PM
Monday 4PM
Wednesday - 12PM
Thursday- 10PM
Thursday 12PM

T

•i•
.
,C1s

tee Mill

alter ad is stehmincd

No ,hanstcs fna% he M3dC alter
deadItnc

Pad

Arts

Stnall htto%cbold
repair & ard stork
Senior friendl

NII ads must hr pre
tnas has(' onls one
addrcs•

560
ire, Column
IF-ELL

hums 3
A

753-4344• 227-5644

sharged for

ans 4OI or nindalc changes
rnadc

J E'S JOBS

hanh\ Lawn
(.s•s•a•I'

MAKE IT BOLD:
Piil,ortor ad in a black background for 4.2 extra!

Free!!

293-2784
IA' Mt •w,r,....;

DEADLINES:

Fo athertise.
call Jill
1 1RD SALE
KIT WITH
or Julie at
PLRCHASE OF
(270)753-1916
l'ARD SALE AD!

l-lIl
5 • 293-2783

m -4,0.,(ill

Rodne, Latent)
270-752-0179

LAWN Mowing
estimates Call Craig
Fox at 270 492 8156
44114
E1,

Free Pallets
Loading Dock of
Murray Ledger
& Times
First Come
First Serve
Please

No Phone Calls
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Kelli Petermeyer Bland
the paper has seen inalif
improvements. The Courier is
now available on the Internet.
and after her first year as editorthe paper was awarded
second place in the associate
newspaper category at the
Kentucky Press Association
competition, and this year was
awarded first place. The paper
also took first place this year at
the Mar. Gen. Keith L. Ware
region-level Army journalism
competition. Bland says."We've
stuck to our goals of making our
paper one that people want to
read.To read the "Dear Ms. Vickicolumn. visit www.torteamphellcouriercom/community/v

by Jacqueline Bigar
loved one at a distance. You
might not feel comfortable with
unexpected behavior Tonight
Rent a movie. Let your imagination rock and roll
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
***** Speak to someone and
know that this person will understand In groups. your message
is not easily conveyed
Understand limits with the knowedge of what lies ahead Think
carefully before you take a
stand Tonight. Be a duo
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
**** What starts as a challenge could end in a different
type of scenario that might even
surprise you Knowing what it is
you seek and heading in that
exact direction make a big difference Do not settle, even if
someone is pushy Tonight Sort
through invitations
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
21)
***** Your ability to get the
lob done emerges once more,
putting you in the limelight. You
are talented and seem to be
directed Others follow your lead
Understand that what is expected of you could be important
Tonight Away you go
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
**** You might want to move
forward and allow others tO
understand where you are coming from Communication and
brainstorming are very important Don't push yourself too
hard Understanding helps your
ability to empathize Tonight Fun
and more fun
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
*** The basics color your decisions and actions Though you
might not be as sure of yourself
as you would like, you can make
dynamic choices Count on your
ability to read between the lines
Tonight Design a comfortable
few hours
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
**** You might seem explosive to some as you spin from
one issue to another How you
approach a situation could be
much different from what you initially intended Move forward and
remain positive Tonight Time to
talk'

ARIES (March 21-April 19)
*** Your possessive side
emerges, and you need to deal
with strong feelings Your
instincts are right-on You have
insight that helps you understand others Use this knowledge Deal with a pending matter Tonight Listen to what someone shares
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
***** Your happy personality
encourages you to make positive
changes and think through what
could be a problematic situation
You see life with renewed interest and enthusiasm Let this
energy spill out Tonight In the
whirlwind of life
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
** Take your time and you II
COMP up with new beginnings
Your ability to read between the
lines helps you grasp what is
going on with a situation You
might want to see someone, but
is it realistic/ Observe Tonight BORN TODAY
Actor Matthew Broderick (1962),
Get extra R and R
TV host Rosie O'Donnell 119621.
CANCER (June 21 -July 22)
**** You take a stand and composer Johann Sebastian
move forward Your understand- Bach (16851
•••
ing of a situation changes with a
friend's feedback The unexpect- Jacqueline Bigar is on the
ed opens doors and has you Internet at http://www.jacgueveering in a new direction You linebigarcom.
visualize life with renewed inter- (c) 2007 by King Features
est Tonight Zero in on a fnend- Synd1cate Inc.
ship
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
*** Basics count Listen to
raU
news that heads in your direction You are anchored and come
from a basic perspective Build
on a friendship Professional
Pull
demands take a higher pnonty
You have style and magnetism
Tonight A must appearance
AO1
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
**** You have style and
Read the
directness working in your favor
You might want to think and evaluate before launching in any
direction Touch base with a
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10 years ago
Murray Independent School
Board has scheduled graduation
kW Murray High School seniors
on May 23 at 8 p.m. at Murray
State University Lovett auditorium, according to W.A. Franklin,
superintendent.
Life House Care Center for
Women will have its annual Walkfor-Life fundraiser on April 12.
Theresa James presented a program on "Natural Nail & Foot
Care' at a meeting of the Home
Department of the
Murray
Woman's Club.
Sara Williams and Becky
Greene of the Murray High School
Lady Tigers and )(ski Cunningham of the Calloway County High
School Lady Ltikers were named
to the All-Purchase Girls Basketball team of the Paducah Sun.
20 years ago
M.C. Garrott writes about
Gertrude Sprague who celebrated
her 102nd birthday on March 18
in his column, "Garrotes Galley."
Rainey Apperson writes about
Oliver and Martha Cherry who
have retired after 48 years of
operating Cherry's in her column,
- Rainey's Day.Births reported include a boy
to Dr. and Mrs. Davd M. Jackson, March I. a girl to Mr. and
Mrs. Mark Schaeffer, March 7; a
.2.11-1 to Naomi and Glen Jacobs,
boy to Ginger and Larry Dublin
And a boy to Karen and Daryl
Coles, March IS.
Marshall County Marshals won
56-54 over Graves County Eagles
to win the First Regional High
School Basketball Tournament.
High team scorers were Terry
Birdsong for Marshall and David
Spicer for Graves.
30 years ago
Trustees of the Purchase Library
Development District will sponsor a Public Library seminar on
March 23 at the Calloway Coun-

ty Public Library. The theme will
be "New and Innovative Trends
in the Library Field.
The Murray Senior Citizens
have volunteered to make the costumes for the children's theatre production of "Androcles and the
Lion" to be presented seven times
during the latter of March.
Published is a picture of "Sing
& Tell," a music group of First
Baptist Church, Murray, who
recently returned from a concert
and mission trip to Washington,
D.C.
40 years ago
Allen Adams, eighth grade student at Kirksey Elementary School,
was winner of the Calloway County Spelling Bee held at the Calloway County Courthouse. Darlene Oliver, sixth grade student
at Kirksey, won second place.
Kathy Hopkins, also of Kirksey,
was seventh grade winner.
Robin V. Welch. 5, died from
injuries she sustained when struck
by a car on North 14th Street on
March 19. She was the daughter
of Staff Sgt. and Mrs. Claude E.
Welch.
Army Pvt. E-2 Clarence L
Bramley is now stationed at Fort
Knox.
50 years ago
Calloway farmers will receive
$341,270.22 from the federal government in accordance with the
acreage reserve agreement of the
soil bank program, according to
Lowell Palmer of the local ASC
office.
The citizens of Calloway County purchased $16,437 in Series F
& H savings bonds during February bring the county's total sales
for 1957 to $44,487 toward the
annual goal of $201.280.
Recent births reported at Murray Hospital include a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. Charles Quertermous and
a boy to Mr. and Mrs_ Junior
Cavitt.

Todayhdlistory
By The Associated Press
loday is Tuesday, March 20,
the 79th day of 2007. There are
286 days left in the year. Spring
arrives at 8:07 p.m. EDT.
Today's Highlight in History:
On March 20. 1815, Napoleon
Bonaparte returned to Pans after
escaping his exile on Elba, beginning his "Hundred Days- rule.
On this date:
In 1413. England's King Henry
IV died. he was succeeded by
Henry V.

In 1852, Harriet Beecher
Stowe's influential novel about
slavery, "Uncle Tom's Cabin,- was
first published.
In 1956, union workers ended
a 156-day strike at Westinghouse
Electric Corp.
In 1977, voters in Paris chose
former French Prime Minister
Jacques Chirac to be the French
capital's first mayor in more than
a century.
In 1985, Libby Riddles of Teller.
Alaska, became the first woman
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DEAR ABBY: Your reply
to "Worried Aunt in Florida'
(Feb. 9), whose nephew suffers from OCD, hit the nail
on the head. Often parents
don't want their children's psychotic behaviors made public
by seeking help. Nothing could
be
so
wrong!
know
because
a
close family
member,
who
for
years
rihquired
counseling
Dear Abby and analysis,
was
ignored by
By Abigail
her parents
Van Buren
so
they
could avoid the stigma of having a "crazy" child.
The result'? A failed suicide
attempt, resulting in permanent physical impaimient and
significant deterioration 14 the
mental state of that child. It's
my belief that every so-called
"odd behavior" is a warning
signal and should be addressed
before things get out of hand.
-- STEVE IN ONTARIO,
CANADA
DEAR STEVE: 1 agree that
parents need to be vigilant and
proactive in protecting their
children, and not hide their
heads in the sand pretending
that problems don't exist. I
heard from a number of health
care professionals who were
also concerned about the young
man in the letter. Read on:

DEAR ABBY: In the health
care world, there are such things
as "emancipated conditions."
These are certain health conditions that can be treated in
minors without parental consent
or knowledge. (In some states
the child can be 12 or older;
in others, 14 or older.) In the
state of Florida, this law applies.
If "Vincent" is concerned
about his obsessive-compulsive
disorder and his parents refuse
to acknowledge the problem,
he may seek treatment without them. The local health
department in that boy's county can provide information on
clinics that provide these services. Minors do have a choice
regarding their health care when
it comes to emancipated conditions. -- CERTIFIED PEDIATRIC
NURSE PRACTITIONER IN INDIANA
DEAR ABBY: As a psychiatrist, I must respond to
"Worried Aunt" about her
nephew's likely OCD. OCD
can be a horribly disabling
condition thought to be caused
by an imbalance of neurotransmitters in a specific region of
the brain. Recent research has
linked its onset in children and
adolescents to an immune
response to streptococcal infection. Bottom line: It's nobody's
"fault," and many good treatments exist to reduce its crippling effects.
I suspect the mother of this
child is not seeking care for
him in part because of worry
that she will be blamed for
his condition. Despite good ole
Oedipus, in this age, we in
the profession have learned it's
not (usually) Mom's fault!
Please refer families with loved
to vs iii the Iditarod 'frail Dog Sled
ones suffering from OCD to
Race.
NAMI, to the Web site of the
In 1987. the Food and Drug
Administration approved the sale
National Institute of Mental
of AZT. a drug shown to prolong
Health (www.nimh.nih.gov), or
the lives ot sonic AIDS patients.
to local support groups where
In 1995. in -Fokyo, 12 people
excellent information on treatwere killed and more than 5,500
ments may be obtained. -others sickened when packages
THOMAS HARDING. M.D.,
containing the poisonous gas sarin
MILWAUKEE
were leaked on live separate subDEAR READERS: For
way trains by Aum Shinrikyo cult
anyone who might not know,
members.
"NAMI" is the
National
Alliance on Mental Illness. Its
toll-free number is (800) 950Its
Web
site
is
6264.
www.nami.org.
Cbstt koceer
MATIAttliS taNY 1.00,Ekl YoU STAILT
DEAR ABBY: OCD is a
BIGGER fteakit-I
6E1T1N6 A
very real disorder that could
TRW FIRSTPANT.IlECK.TIAEY
lead to depression or suicide.
GET 9MttE
Gf24DE MAW
Al You can't "just stop" these
behaviors. Please inform "Worried Aunt" about the Obsessive Compulsive Foundation.
Reach it by calling 1-203-4012070, or on the Web at
www.ocfoundation.org. I did
not know until a therapist in
our area, specifically trained
to treat OCD, interviewed our
son that he felt hopeless,
depressed and suicidal.
After a year of treatment
he is a different, happier person. OCD is a lifelong condition, but there are tools to
deal with it so that young man
can lead a normal life. -- PARENT OF A SON WITH OCD
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Stigma of illness prevents
parents from seeking help
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What's the definition
of 'disease'?
DEAR DR. GMT: I have
a question that has bothered me
for years. It is probably one of
the most irrelevant questions
you've been asked in awhile.
I have trouble with the fact
that political correctness has
moved any
known condition
that
afflicts
mankind into
the category
of disease.
We have
heart disease
and kidney
disease, and
Dr. Gott even cancer
is considered
a disease. 1
By
understand
Dr. Peter Gott
that
some
diseases can affect the heart,
kidneys, etc., but, while growing up, it was my understanding that a disease was a microbial/viral invasion of the human
body, such as bubonic plaque.
cholera, smallpox or chickenpox, that, in most cases, is highly contagious.
If we have problems with
our heart because of arterial
sclerosis, that isn't a disease,
it's a condition brought on by
abuse, neglect or heredity. The
same is true with every major
organ in the human body
It is called kidney disease,
when in reality the kidneys fail
to function properly due to the
fact that as we age our bodies
do not function as well as they
once did.
Therefore. I submit that even
though disease seems to be the
acceptable way to classify every
malady, in reality. Parkinson's
is not a disease: It is a condition of the body brought on by
deteriorating brain function.
Alzheimer's is not a disease. It
is a condition, much as Parkinson's.
Why is it so hard to call a
spade a spade? Whooping cough,

mumps, measles and polio are
caused by outside influences and
should be called what they are
— diseases. Heart, lung, brain
and kidney problems are conditions that have been caused by
the failure of the body to repair
itself properly, and we should
not accept blurring the difference between the two for political correctness. We have diseases and we have conditions
that affect the human body.
If this is nitpicking (insect
infestation), 1 apologize.
DEAR READER: The term
"disease" refers to any negative
abnormality in the body, whether
it is cancer, infection, heart problems, diabetes and so forth. I
believe that it is entirely appropriate for you to abandon your
limited definition of "disease"
and subscribe to the broad, nonpolitical, newer generalization
that is the current standard. We
are all subjected to varying diseases, only a few of which are
caused by bacterial or viral infections.
DEAR DR. GOTT: Many
years ago, a magazine article
told of an older man, a diabetic, who sustained a deep cut in
his heel. Despite the physician's
treatment, the wound would not
heal. Finally, the man was given
a series of treatments of breathing pure oxygen while in a pressurized chamber. The wound did
respond to that and healed up
remarkably well. Is hyperbaric
oxygen therapy still in use today?
What do you think of it?
DEAR READER: Hyperbaric oxygen therapy is still in use
today and is a near-miraculous
therapy for certain circulation
problems, carbon monoxide poisoning, smoke inhalation, cyanide
poisoning. some forms of anemia and decompression sickness.
Many large hospitals have such
oxygen chambers that have saved
lives and positively affected
patients' quality of life.

ContractBridge
Last dealer.
Neither side vulnerable.
NORTH
•A Q6
IP 8 3
•7 5 2
4.15 1 9 5 3
WEST
EAST
+8742
•9 5 3
•AQ4
•J 9 7 6 2
•K.I9
•10 8 3
+76
44) I 0 2
sou-ru
•K J 10
111( 10 5
•A Q 64
+K 84
The bidding:
East
South
West
Sorth
Pass
3 NT
Pass
1 NT
Opening lead
six of hearts.
Point count can sometimes be
used to find the most effective
defense_ Take this case where West
leads a heart against three notrump.
The normal play for East to make
with A-Q-x in his partner's led suit
would be to win with the ace and
return the queen. This is in keeping
with the usual practice of playing
-third-hand high.But observe what happens in the
actual deal if Last blindly follow-s
this pnnciple. Declarer allows Fast's
quern to hold the second trick, then
wins the next heart with the king.
South then cashes the club king and
leads a club to the jack. East wins
with the queen, but does not have a
heart to return, so declarer makes his

contract, sconng four clubs, three
spades, a heart and a diamond.
This outcome is not likely to occur
if Last plays the queen of hearts on
the first trick rather than the ace.
South will almost surely take the
queen with the king, fearing that
West may have started with A-I-x-xx of hearts. In that case, if South
ducks the first heart, he will lose the
first five heart tricks after Fast
returns a heart at tnck two.
Once South takes his king at trick
one, he is a goner. The best he can do
is score eight tricks. Whenever East
gains the lead, he can play the ace
and another heart to defeat thc contract.
In general, the play of the queen
from A-Q-x on partner's lead against
notrump is correct for the reasons
cited. But in the given case. East
knows declarer has the king of hearts
and should want to force him to win
the trick.
The location of the king of hearts
is known because East is looking at
11 points in dummy and 12 points in
his own hand. Since there are only 17
points lert for South and West to
hold, it is impossible tOr West to
have a king. as this would leave
declarer with less than 15 points.
Finally,even if South cheated by a
point or two during the bidding and
lacked the king of hearts, no harm
would come front playing the queen
first. After the queen held, the ace
and another heart would sink the
contract.
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14 Luau strummer
15 Tell tales
16 Bearded flower
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21 Dixie at
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30 Callers' needs
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34 Tint
35 Prepare flour
36 Reserve
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59 Any ship
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